
FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM 
DIGGER 
DAN 

TRANS VERSION 

Now your computer can fi 
love of your life . ..and work o 
the good and bad points of your 
partnership. 

Both use questions devised by 
experts, including a psych 
who has written quizzes 
women’s magazines. 

The Dating Game and 1 Do 
cost £12,65 each for the BBC and 
Electron computers and are each 
‘on two cassettes in video cassette: 
style boxe 

Both were devised and written 
by Ivan Berg Software and are 
being marketed by Acornsoft 

The Dating Game, which is 
four separate programs, is based 
on a book by Dr Glen Wilson, of 
he University of London's 
Institute of Psychiatry 

Designed to hold data on upto 
40 people, it asks 19 questions. 
Among them: should men and 
Continued on page $ 
__ 

How will IBM’s newly-an 
nounced home computer fare 
when it reaches us from America? 

A leading London IBM dealer 
describes the move as “exciting”, 
but Commodore's UK marketing 
manager says he has serious 
doubts. 

The PC Junior, on sale in the 
US early next year, has a fast 
16-bit processor and a 62-key 
cordless keyboard which controls 
the main unit with an infra-red 
beam. 

There are two models: 
continued on page 6 



Another devastating new game from the fabulous Postern range. 

The colourful Postem range Is available on a variety of micros. Write 

quantity of each game required in the boxes provided. 
maraudine 

from th Tease 
ye mighty 

Prepare to re 
in SIEG 

Defend our planet from I Snake Pit £6.95 

destruction in 3 DEEP SPACE. || —_——-—anrres 

| 3 deep space £7.95 

Total or Access a i 
Name 
| 22s POSTERN | 

POSTTO: Poste Uid., P.O. Box 2, Andoversford, Cheltenham, Glos GL54’5SW. | 
‘OR PHONE: Northleach (04546) 666 Telex 43269 Preste! 37745 

Postar oto one lookout fr any new gomes you ight hove developed. 

| 
I 
| 
I 
| 
I 
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BBC BEST 
NEW CATALOGUE 

Send 50p stamp to: 
Software Supermarket, 

87 Howard's Lane, 
London Sw15 6NU 

Program with 
theless 
fattening 
centre 

Who said chips were fattening? 
Well, the ones in your Spectrum 
aren't, especially when you use 
them to run Dieta, a new calorie- 
counting program from a com- 
pany of the same name. 

Dieta will calculate the calorie 
and fibre content of any dish, but 
that’s not all. It will work’ out 
which ingredients in a recipe con: 
tribute the most calories, and tell 
you how to adjust the recipe ac- 
cordingly 

It will also suggest alternative 
low-calorie ingredients that you 
can use instead of fattening ones. 

Dieta will work with recipes of 
up to 16 ingredients, and the 
makers say it has been tested on 
over 30 different recipes from 
four different countries! 

If you have a printer, you can 
print out list of ingredients and 
colories and fibre content 

A ZX81 version is due out 
soon. The Spectrum version costs 
£5 
Dieta, 14 Ribble Close, Culcheth 
Warrington WA3 SEA 

Audiogenic has brought out a 
bumper selection of programs in 
time for Christmas. shoppers. 
They include a Big Six games 
pack for the Dragon, costing 
£5.95; two dual-program cas 
seites, with a VIC-20game on one 
side and a Commodore 64 version 
on the other; three new games on 
cartridge and one on disc for the 
64, plus six cassette-based games; 
and two new VIC titles. 
Audiogenic, PO Box 88, Reading 

You could win a computer or joy 
sticks for Christmas if you buy a 
Galactic game. Each game carries 

'y form, and all you have to 
ress the lucky number. 

Nearest guesses to the number 
win 20 Commodore 64s, and 100 
runners-up will get_games joy 
sticks. Galactic sell software for 
the VIC-20, Commodore 64 and 
Dragon. Latest release: Games 
Designers for the VIC-20 and 64, 
which allow you to make up your 
own machine-code computer 

They cost £9.50 and 
0 respectively 

Gulactic Software, Unit 7, Larch 
field Estate, Dowlish’ Ford, 
Iiminster, Somerset TAI9 OPE 

e 
UG 

Be wsasseccssesss  F 

Vic-20/Commodore 64 program ........13 
Test your taste in wine . . . hic 

Free T-shirt offer ... see e eens 15 

Software reviews ... 
Games for Commodore 64, Oric, Spectrum 

Let your micro look after your money 

Software reviews 
Teaching programs for Dragon and Spectrum 

Oric program ..... 
It’s you versus a whole platoon 

Two pages of letters...............2! 

Software reviews .... 
Logic and strategy on Dragon, Spectrum, Texas 

Spectrum program ........... 

TI-99/4A program 
Grab the apples, avoid the farmer 

Software reviews 
- for BBC, Dragon, Spe rum 

ViIC-20 program 
Try an obstacle course in space 

TI-99/4A software reviews . . . 

One Child's view 

Spectrum program .................. 
Find the hidden code 

Best Sellers . 

TI-99/4A program 
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BUY THIS SPACE 

To advertise 
your latest products! 
Ring Coleen or Barry on 

01-437 1002 NOW! 

= 
eo 

computer look like? Details 
and pictures are on page 6 

program, which starts on paj 
19, will look a 

Turn to page 15 and find out 
how you stand a chance of 
receiving a Bug-Byte T-shirt 

There are two great Spectrum 
this issue. They 

start on pages 32 and 44 

Page 3 



by your paint 
n. You require action and quick 

thinking to outwit them an 
The gam 
HL-RES, 
running score. 
KB/JS 16K/48K 

GALACTIC ABDUCTORS 
tion packed game with superb 

| " oH 

| y Wt rattay ont fel sane aA 
» sone 

FROGRUN 
Popular arcade yame. All machine code with 

/ L i i 

16K/48K 

TINY TOT’S SEVEN 
Super games pack for younger children with 

16K/48K 

AVAILABLE SEPT. 1983 
KONG KB/JS £5.95 
XENON KB/JS £5.95 

3 WANIRQG SOFTW. Ao wae ConmeanvoyBVie7a 
8 HIGH STREET, HORLEY, SURREY. TRADE ENQUIRIES OW 

24 HR. CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 ba g 

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.O., itt VISA 29 WEST HILL, . 

q 
— Lop ss Soop bogs in | | LA. DARTFORD, KENT. (0322) 92518 
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Make a date 
From front page 
women be equal? What do you 
think about sex? and questions 
on the food you like and your 
hobbies and pastimes. 

Acornsofi’s managing. direc. 
tor, David Johnson-Davies, 29, 
said: “You obviously can’t ru 
as a commercial enterprise 
people wouldn’t be enough. It’s 

ned for parties and 
ds. We are going to 

Show in the 
New Year 

If you're getting a ne 
Christmas, or just plan 
to spend those Christmas postal 
orders, make a note in next year’s 
diary to keep 6-8 January free. 

That’s when Argus Specialist 
Exhibitions owned by the 
same company that owns HCW 

will be holding its 1984 
London Home Computer Show, 
in the Royal Horticultural 
Society's New Hall. 

There will be a range of hard 
ware and sofiware on display for 
you to try and buy, and the larger 
New Hail will provide space for 
more stands than ever before 

The Horticultural Hall is off 
Westminster's Victoria Street, 

The show will be open trom 
10am 10 6pm, except on Sunday, 
when it closes at 4pm, Admission 
is £2, or £1,50if you're under 16. 

Irgus Specialist. Exhibitions, 
Wolsey House, Wolsey Road, 
Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 
48S 

Seasonal 
software 

You can send your BBC 
B-owning friends a Christmas 
card with a difference this year 

Elm Computers has brou; 
out a range of three compu 
Christmas cards on_ cassette 
Load them into the BBC, and 
they display an animated Christ 
mas scene, complete with musical 
accompaniment. 

One card features a snowman, 
another a forest with Santa 
travelling through it, and the 
third shows night falling and a 
house whose windows gradually 
light up. 

Andrew Jones, who wrote the 
programs last summer, said he 
first had the idea while sitting ona 
beach on holiday in France 

Elm Computers will be follow: 
ing up the cards with a range of 
machine-code games. Mean 
while, the cards cost £2.SOeach or 
£7 for three. 

Elm Computers, 59 
Road, East Leake, 
borough, Leics. 

Bateman 
Lough 

try it at our Christmas part 
I've run through it myself... 

but haven't tried dating with it 
1 Do uses questions from 

psychologist Hans Eysenck’s 
book I Do: Your Guide to a 
Happy Marriage and has eight 
questionnaires — a total of 400 

jons — on subjects like 
sexual attraction and 

Attheend bar charts show how 
the two partners differ. 

Both Mr Berg and Mr 
Johnson-Davies said people were 

more honest with a computer 
than they would be face-to-face, 

shown by the Eliza program, 
well-known in the computer 
industry 

Mr Berg said: “*People will 
pswer a computer with more 

honesty and less inhibition. We 
might even have computer 
therapy programs.”” 

And Mr Johnson-Davies said: 
“When I've walked up to people 
using I Do they have quickly put 
their hands over the screen to hide 
it from me.” 

The two programs, due out 
today, answered the criticism that 
home computers had no real use 
apart from games. 

More useful programs were on 
the way, including family quizzes 
devised by experts — Anthony 
Holden on the Royal family 
Steve Race, of TV's My Music 
quiz; author Brian Aldiss on 
science fiction. Language teach- 

g Was on the way, with each 
program accompanied by an 
audio tape. 

Could 1 Do really be taken 
seriously? He said: “It depends 
how seriously you take psychi: 
atric tests."” 

Did he feel like the software 
industry's cupid for publishing 
The Dating Game? He said: * 
don’t think these two programs 
are the start of atrend, just one of 
many types.”” 

Mr Berg said Dr Wilson had 
devised quizzes for magazines 
like Company and Cosmopolitan 
and said: “A tremendousnumber 
of people do them and find them 
fascinating 

We are trying to take the use 
of the home computer a step 
further, to allow people to find 
out more about themselves and 
the people around them.” 

It was Mr Berg’s company that 
produced the Eysenck 1Q Test for 
the VIC-20 and Commodore 64: 

@ Acornsoft has brought a 
nge of 10 teaching programs 

for the BBC micro — with 
Electron versions to follow in 
December — developed by Ap- 
plied Systems Knowledge. They 
cost £9.95 and cover age groups 
from three to IT 

Acornsoft, 4A Market Hill, 
Cambridge CB2 3NJ 

apy 
eH: 

you could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs articles and tips from 

our readers. 

PROGRAMS should, if possible, be computer 
printed to a width of 48 characters (use a 

new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 
carefully that they are bug-free. include 

details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 
possibly with programming examples. we 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London Wenn bee 
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IBM Junior 
From front page 

© A 64K RAM version, costing 
the dollar equivalent of £452. It 
has 64K of ROM, two cartridge 
slots, dn audio tone generator 
and,’ with an adaptor or con- 
nector, displays up to 40 columns: 

on a domestic TV or monitor 

@ The £957 model has twice the 
RAM, an 87-column display and 
built-in double-sided 5%in disc 
drive for 360K of storage 

Both run BASIC on cartridge 

and IBM says that, with its new 
disc operating system and dise 
drive, the Junior will run hun- 
dreds of programs written for its 
highly-successful Personal Com- 
puter. 

Add-ons for the new models 
were unveiled at the same time, 
including a £118 thermal printer, 
joysticks and a communications 
devie 

And there are more than @ 

dozen new programs, including 
games, education, word process 
ing, home finance, updated dise 
based sofiware and a program for 
single-keystroke access to 
Presiel-like services. 

IBM reckons a popular home 
system will be the enhanced 
model with TV connector, 

thermal printer, DOS 2.1 and 
cartridge BASIC. Total price: 
about £1,090. 

The president of IBM's entry 
systems division, Philip Estridge, 
said newcomers to computing 
could use the Junior quickly and 
people with experience would get 
quality and versatility. 

A program called Keyboard 
Adventure is built into the 
Junior's ROM to teach the key- 
board, And there are two free 
discs with the more expensive 
model to show how it works and 
give sample programs. 

The Junior uses Intel's 8088 
processor, and IBM says some 

adaptor cards have been elimin- 
ated by including circuits for 
things like joysticks, serial port 
and colour graphics on the main 
board. 

Each key can be user-defined 
and there are colour-coded 
function keys. If more than one 
Junior is being used in the same 
room, a 6ft cable is needed to 
replace the infra-red controller. 

‘A second new printer, costing 
£1,348, uses plain paper up to 
nearly 1Sin wide to produce text 
‘or graphies in eight colours at a 
claimed 200 characters per 

second for drafts, 110 cps for cor- 
respondence and 35 eps for letter 
quality. 

IBM has not announced whe 
the new computers will be avail- 
able inthe UK and all prices are 
direct conversions ($1.48 equals 

£1) of prices at IBM’s US product 
centres. 

IBM’s Personal Computer 
went on sale here 17 months after 

its US launch —although “grey” 
imports were available earlier. 
Michael Kraftman, manager of 
central London iBM dealers 
Bonsai, hopes it will be sooner 
this time. 

He said: “It sounds an exciting 
product. The lower-priced model 
is.a bold move. People are going 
to buy it because it can be easily 
upgraded . .. perhaps people who 
use IBM at work. 

“The upmarket version will be 
very significant. It will be cheaper 
than the BBC computer with a 
Torch disc pack.”” 
Commodore's UK marketing 

manager John Baxter said cus- 
tomers would expect a. Rolls- 
Royce computer from acompany 
with IBM's standing but the 
Junior would not live up to it. 

He sai “IBM is the largest 
corporation in the world and it 
can afford to make mistakes. It 
has supplied industry and govern- 
ments for years but I don’t think 
they yet understand the home 
computer market 

“They will learn and it won't 
cost them much because they are 
so big.” 

An an example, he said, 
BASIC had to be bought as an 
extra on cartridge. In fact, he 
estimated it would cost an added 
£600 before the Junior could be 
used 

IBM United Kingdom, PO Box 
41, North Harbour (Baltic 
House), Portsmouth PO6 3AU 

IBM’s PC Junior with the thermal printer perched on top of the main unit 
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Both models of the Junior look the same, but in the cheaper 
version a blanking plate covers the opening for the dise drive. 
Below it are two cartridge slots. The round opening is for the 
infra red control and the grille is for the speaker and for 
ventilation 

Designed for Junior users — IBM's new thermal 
Compact Printer 



Software? 
Look in the 

Mirror 
Mirrorsoft, the software publish- 
ing company set up by Mirror 
Group Newspapers, is launching 
its first three programs next 
Monday. 

In keeping with the Mirror's 
image as a family newspaper, 
Mirrorsoft will be concentrating 
on programs for all the family, 
with the emphasis on children’s 
educational software. 

It will be selling programs for 
the BBC B, Electron, Com- 
modore 64 and Spectrum. The 
programs will be on sale in High 
Street chains including Boots and 
‘Smiths, as well as by mail order 
offers in the Mirror and other 
Mirror Group publications. 

Rather than having its own in- 
house programmers, Mirrorsoft 
will be acting like a book pub- 
lisher, providing marketing 
advice and facilities to small 
software companies. 

The companies providing 
Mirrorsoft’s first three offerings 
are Primer Educational, An- 
dromeda and Widgit 

Primer wrote First Steps with 
Mr Men, which contains four 
programs 10 teach children a 
range of skills, including first 
steps in reading. 

It uses the Mr Men characters, 
and includes an illustrated 

Software 
goes north 

Glasgow's first home computer 
exhibition took place last Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday at the 
‘Anderston Exhibition Centre — 
further proof that computing 
doesn’t stop at Watford 

There were over 40 exhibitors 
at the show, including Menzies, 
Boots, software companies in: 
cluding Anco, Scotsoft and AR 
Software, and a number of 
schools and user groups. 

The show saw the launch of the 
first programs from Screenplay, 
the software company set up in 
Glasgow by ex-Silversoft_ boss 
David Paterson. 

Screenplay is selling software 
for the BBC, Dragon, Electron 
and Commodore 64, and its 
range includes educational and 
utility programs as well as games, 

David said: “When I first 
moved back to Glasgow from 
London, I wasn’t convinced that 
I'd be able to get a sofiware com- 
pany going. But there's a lot of 
talent up here — a lot of people 
have computers. I've found loads 
and loads of good programmers, 

“The main drawback is that 
while in London.my accent was 
fairly distinctive, in Glasgow 1 
sound just like everyone else.”* 

instruction book and a Mr Men 
label for the computer's key- 
board. 

It will be selling for £8.95 for 
the BBC Band Electron, and will 
be available on the Spectrum 
soon. 

Mirrorsoft plans to follow up 
First Steps with the Mr Men by 
other programs using the Mr Men 
characters. 

Andromeda wrote Caesar the 
Cat, a children’s arcade game. 
The player has to guide Caesar 
along shelves to hunt down the 

ce that are cating plates of 

‘And from Widgit, profiled in 
HCW 10, there's Quick Think- 
ing, a package of two arith- 
‘metical games for the family 

The first is SumVaders, where 
you have to do an addition or 
subtraction before a robot 
dropped from a space ship can 
land. The game gets progressively 
faster, and two people can play 

There's also a facility that 
allows two players to play each 
other on difterent levels, so that a 
parent and child can compete on 
equal terms. 

The second program in Quick 
Thinkingis Robot Tables. Lumps 
of robot-making material roll on 
to aconveyor belt, and to make a 
good robot you have to say 
Whether the number on each 
lump is the next in the multiplica- 
tion sequence. 

Tina Detheridge, of Widgit, 
said of Mirrorsoft: “We've 
found them very pleasant to deal 
with — they take an interest at all 
levels of program development 
‘And they have a very fine educa. 
tionalist on their team — she 
really does know her stuff. 

“But from our point of view 
the best thing is that they are 
giving full credit to the companies 
who wrote the software 

Versions of the programs for 
all the machines in Mirrorsoft’s 
range are likely 10 be out before 
Christmas, with some new titles 
scheduled ‘for early in the New 
Year. 

Mirrorsoft hopes o sell atleast 
100,000 cassettes during its first 
year. 

If you think you've writen a 
good flight simulation program, 
send it off to the Royal Aero- 
nautical Society and you could 
win £500. There are two categor- 
ies, one for under-18s and one for 
over-I8s, and school teams as 
‘well as individuals are welcome to 
enter. But hurry — entries must 
be in by the end of November. 

Royal Aeronautical Society, 4 
Hamilton Place, London W1¥ 
OBQ 

Dial-up 
software, 
U.S.-style 

When American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) was broken up 
into component companies recently, it advertised that it would have 
not only a new look, but a new outlook as well. Apparently, they 
were nor kidding. 

In a recent announcement, AT&T let it be known that they 
were entering into a joint venture with Coleco Industries, the well 
known toy and computer game manufacturer. 

Rather than cooperate on a product, the two firms plan to 

oS tee be Sor the to the com- 
municationsand biting side of things, while Coleco will provide the 
‘games and other entertainment software. 

the 

The service is expected to be operational 
wri pce tb opal fy 
‘anywhere in the nation. 

‘Although the games will be “interactive” it is not presently 
known whether the degree of interactivity will allow, forexample, a 
player in one house to play an 1 in another location, 

The potential impact of this move by AT&T isnot lost on most 
5. This is AT&T'S, indication Siig ene Sere o cee oe 

sure to have an impact on the firm’s net profit. 
This will be especially true if the games can be made hight 

inmrase, These eau pedl coe Maat ibore tone else 
calls, and therefore more revenue. We shall see what happens. 

kk 
Ifthe trend continues, this year might be remembered as the year of 
ee at least in the computer world. 

ny (0 enter the rodent race, if I may take the 
z7 TT non other than the Tand) tion. The) 

Jane ae Konami S100 Coots oboe foe then icates 
For thase few yu who have just come back from along tip 

away from 1, a mouse is, in of the trade, a 
Gerke thatcan beused for ral, ‘the cursor, instead of 
using keybaord controls or commands and/or instead of using a 
joystick controller. As I say, it is all the rage this year over here. 

Anyway, the Radio Shack Color Mouse, into a joystick 
'. No announcement has come out as to who was contracted to 
‘the things; it could be any of a dozen mice makers. 
‘The main difference between Tandy’s mouse and others, like 

that for Apple's Lisa or for the IBM PC, is that this one was 
brought out strictly with entertainment and educational applica- 

: Tm ‘add that the Tandy ‘is about $150 cheaper than it U ‘mouse a 
that jock IBM and similarly less expensive than many others, 

‘Al the moment, the mouse can only be used with three games, 
these being Polaris, Rectoids, and Wildcatting. More to the point, 
it specifically will not work with any more practical program, such 
as the Tandy spreadsheet program. 

The calibration of the unit is obviously not as precise as those 
available for other more s, but should meet the expensive computers, et 

‘of the Color Computer's ability to resolve detail. 
One industry observer reports that if nothing else, this product 

will make people realize there is nothing magical about mouses. I 
wonder what a certain well known mouse named Mickey would 
‘have to say about that? 

No more space. See you here again next week. 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 

he 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Chuckle EGG =. wircae yom, and me 
appearance of elevators requir 

48K Spectrum i creiui timine and luck to 
£6.90 negotiate. 

T found level three particularly 
A.& F Software, 830 Hyde Road, difficult, as the jump key seems 
Gorton, Manchester M18 7JD (0 produce random height varia: 

ions. So I have only reached 
A game for one to four players. level four once, without enough 
There's no joystick capability, lives 10 even get started, and 
but provision or three sets of there may be further levels 
movement keys, including defin There is a time and running 
ing your own. score display, if you dare 10 look n 

Pause and Abort functions are @t it, and a Hall of Fame 
built in, 1 did he musical int 

You have five lives for the ludes annoying after a while bu: 

pole game ang nou tun cul ovasle un gnc <n or Dfvtime with lives remaining, get enjoyable fun game and_very 
Another chance 10 complete the addictive, if atritle pricey. Try i 
level D.C 

You, the tubby little yellow 
farmer in the big hat, must climb instructions 90% 
he ladders, jump gaps, avoid Playability 90% 

blue geese and collect eggs by Braphics 90% 
stepping on them! Presumably value for money 80% 
you like ometettes 

Our reviewers tried out some 
new action games with new 

themes 

Level become proresivcly SE erry 
Pern Which appear occasionally and’ lions are included 

é = Srl afer you This game is very well written 
he oblect is to move a small ach ‘pyramid when com- and hat excellent graphics. and 

Q*Bert figurcfousdapyramdorcobe, pletely” transformed. gives. an sound. If you liked the arcade 
32K BBC L7.95 iursing cach cube's face a dif) extra life and anew pyramid. “game, you'll love this! A good 

ferent colour as it is landed on. help you in your task are addition 10 anyone's sofiware 
Superior Software, Dept AB9, 69 Your figure is a small red face {WO spinning transportation discs collection 
[elds Road. Bramhope, Leeds, withalarge nose. which may hop which will take you ta the top of ae 

diagonally across the cube he structure, dodging the snakes instruction: 85% 
This new offering from Superior But. watch out for. the which then plunge to their doom. Dlayability 80% 
Software is a faithful reproduc- bouncing balls which appear a Tis, however, very easy to fali_ Braphies 90% 
tion of an intriguing new game he apex of the pyramid and off the pyramid, and the controls value for money 80% 
which is alr dy very popular in tumble down, are fairy aiffieult (0 master. A vo dangerous ae the snakes, high score table and full instruc: Mea 

ee enen Ty 
nile the TV 
i hed 

arcades, 

about Nes a nigh pic 

14.95 
In an attempt 10 anes u

s 

If you meet a spider, then it will Dicky's Hien Diamonds Tce teal 
Commodore 64 fi shuts ne seeped pause atin, i 

£6.99 fates tS make ie game ven HM | iy sofware, PO Box 4 Shemon bution, cause 
Manchester M60 [BW game display speeds, two spiders and limited ‘on the scoring 

Romik, 272 Argyll Avenue, — flight forthe ow! The, leit ay 
Slough, Berks Triyou manage, io/sollect the This game features We. BO readout aPDEBE C, be ae ts 

iamond, then the web e fed Steeple Jack who, one das pie pera ne uit 
di id, then the web explodes called Steepl berry pied Pugh tome 

The playing area for this original and your ow will Ny off wh the ame isa spider's web, in the diamond, middle of whichis a diamond Tr the last strand of web th 
In order to get thediamond you You weaken is not on the central 

must move your owl along each Axis, then the web explodes. an 
strand Of the web, luraiag ihe YOufallio Re groude Strands black as you go. The program can be playe 

The last sirand which you turn with either keyboard or joystick. 
black must be one of the centre I is Very wellepresenied, and 
axisstrands, andiomakelifeeven plays some classical music sin the lad ‘ 9 

toil : paraciene a antempls 10 Ciereg ace adds a plnvane ost 
nieemaine eaten. mama Be sages animales Kamen EO, money or 

web, the spider will walk about graphics see toa cand squirms — why didn 
ner continue this idea 

Pree tine ghost and the elephant the White web only, except when it Value for money 100% programm 
When Jack dies his face splits iviitespinmore unten’, aia aie 

Bugaboo you hop the flea from shelf io «| During Joaing: Yee" nd {dont mean thal sn an) pairon 

£6.95 PrerodaCIyN ae minimal, just whiel I tought was rather well 

Southampton SOI ILL used. As for lasting appeal, | am not playability 60% 

Your idea of fun, but that is what not terribly ex makes it a nuisance for (w 
You are asked todo in this game, itis quite difficul players to compete 

By using keys one and zero the top. The whole idea seems 10 be 
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SUPERCHESS I! 
ORIGINAL sup 

oy Sy RCH, tex Zxas'e = “Iaty fates 

SPECTRUM BRIDGE TUTOR 

hands) £5.95 ‘Révanced (40 hands) £5.95, 

‘Speech from the Spectrum 
48k SOPTALK  matworos 70 pun words 
SOFTALK U Spacegames' 80 plus words e398 

UK Prices include post & pac 

TOP RATES PAID FOR HIGH QUALITY PROGRAMS - 
SEND YOUR MATERIAL FOR EVALUATION AND PROMPT REPLY. 

TEXAS TOP SAVINGS 
INSTRUMENTS 

PRINTERS — Also Available Seikosha, 
TI 99/4A Solid State Software Oki, Star, Qume, Olivetti, TEC, 

Mannessman Tally. Some of our Crazy Prices for LH Software 

=NDED BASIC 

MINI MEMORY 

BLASTO 

NCHMAN 

PARC ‘0 SOF T WARE 

£5.00 

VAT INCLUDED | 

PARCO ELECTRICS | 
4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET | 

HONITON, DEVON, EX14 8QS = 
‘ y M MAYFAIR MICROS 

TEL: HONITON (0404) 44425 5th FLOOR 65 DUKE STREET LONDON W1 Telephone 629 2487 
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VIC-20/COMMODORE 64 PROGRAM 

Test your taste. . 

could uncork a surprise 
Do you know a good wine when 
you taste one? Whether you con: 
Sider yourself an expert or have 
trouble distinguishing between 
red, white and rosé, this program 
could set the scene for an enter: 
taining evening 

It was written for a PET but 
will work on any Commodore 
machine with 8K memory and is 
very easy to adapt to most other 
machines, 

A word of warning: this pro 
gram was first tried out by myself 
and four triends on a 
German Rhine wines 

We were all convinced that we 
would easily identify the best /ex 
pensive wines. The wines were 
decanted into identic: 
coded, then re-coded so even the 
person who decanted them did 

Hints on conversion 
This program will convert easily 
to other computers. These are the 
meanings of the characters 
peculiar to Commodore BASIC: 

Reverse heart (100,230,410, 
'500,600,736,810,2110) clears 
sereen and cursor home 

Reverse (620) cursor home 
without clearing screen 

Reverse Q (several) moves cursor 
‘one line down 

Reverse blob (630,660,690, 1020) 
moves cursor one line up 

Reverse vertical line (450,520, 
$40,720,760,1020) moves cur 
sor ieft one per line 

Shifted space — appears the same | 
‘as a space (450,520,540,720, | 
760, al 3 before the | 
feverse vertical lines and in | 
725 between quotes) traps null | 
entry which would cause pro- 
gram to stop 

Reverse R (410,610) display in 
reverse video 

Here's an excuse for a tipple. 
Brian Jones’ program will help 
you and your friends take part 
in a blind wine-tasting session. 
The program will run on any 
Commodore micro with 8K of 

RAM. Hic... 

you 

How it works 
10-80 Initialise values, DIMen. 

90-390 the host sets up the guest 
list and range of values for th 
wines (s0 over enthused, over 
imbibed guests do n 
averages with 
or £1000) 

90 accepts 
somebody's scores: 645, 675 
and 70S round the score to one 

place, 73 

and_ validates 

places or 
number of p 
use the abbre 
PRINT, ic 

800-860 display ‘scores 
allocated of any of the tasters, 

1000-1020 subroutine to print er 
ror n clear invalid 
answer and set print position 
back at the right place 

1100-1180 subroutine to GET a 
valid number. This can be us- 
ed in any program where a 
numeric response is to be ac 
cepted and any invalid keys 
(such as letters) are ignored. 
1120 completes the 
when return is pressed, 
the ASCII code for deci 
point — one, and only « 

be accepted. 1130 ignores 
ccond one. 1150and 1160 

dele 
point 
F which indic 
point is acceptable. 

1160 removes the deleted 
character from MS and from 
the display but stops you 
deleting the prompt. The 
digits 0 to 9 are ASCII codes 
48 to 57. 1180 adds the accep: 
table characters 10 MS and 
displays them on the screen 

2000-2170 Display the overall 
‘ages (only for wit 

which have been scored). € 
the host knows 
program — by pressing S here 

not know which was which: 
After an hour of enjoyable sips 

and slurps, we all agreed 
number five was tops. Imagine 
Our surprise, not to say emb: 
rassment, when number five was 
revealed 10 be the cheapest 
Tesco's hock 
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VIC-20/COMMODORE 64 PROGRAM 

5 TPR EORION TEN 130 SRRECT Vor. OF TAMERS: A. NEUTPISS.NECR) GOTOITO 
EASE OIVE LIER LIMIT OF PRICE BRK" 

ia 
foi ila 

Peiiteae tae?) caine TastiNo ey 
au PLERGE Exee Gous TanECHOr 

TOR EVIEM YOUR SCORES So Fer 

‘weveze 38 hed Smakion tne” war 
323 Ir Min sooo eweoe BS Hesnntveu've Pekenpy scomen THAT cre, 20 your vRITuISH T 

eee fe faintna” thee cive you scones OUT oF Tox 
PRINT eta * 208 PRINT -mFOR © Tae pent =me ove ma Paintoemmrschect2o" IF Brasco THEN PRINT Beh iO FeINT=TSrCCAZ 
Biaupcuinemcttassite. 23740 

Teeth ‘Demrtnsio, They cosuase0e coro7ee lat iat pick cin punts, PeNee HOLD WO MPUT OW TT 

ron OUTSIBE Race GOT0720 fein iPinssbesee. Si eacein wale 3290008; Oe ps: Te 

>: Q08 PRM ne Wu YO) POT i Wo P ou mee re ATH 
pripprererenre 

Write your own machine code adventures 

vet orci Nn 
Be Feo eer 

Without any knowledge of machine code whatsoever 

THE QUILL isa major new wily sriten in machine code which allows even the 
novice programmer to produce high-speed machine code adventures of superior 
quality to many availabe a the moment without any knowledge of machine code 
whatioever. 
Uning a menu selection sytem you may crete well over 200 locations, describe 
them and connect routes between them. You may then fill them with objects and 
problems of your choice. Having tested your adventure you may alter and experi- 
iment with any section with the greatest of cae . A part formed adventure may be 

‘When you have done soTHE QUILL will allow 
you to produce» copy of your adventure which will un independently ofthe main 
saved to tape bo late comple 

QUILL itor 0 that you may give copies away to your liends, 
THE QUILL is provided with a detailed etl mao which eas eety apt ol 

adventures. It is impossible to describe all the features of this 
poms in sch a smal space so we have produced» demonstration casete 

od an example of i we. 
£2.00. and THE QUILL inf 2 £14.95. 
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FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM AT £14.95 

Our Software is now available from many computer shops 
nationwide, or direct from us by post or telephone. 

SAE for full details of our range. 

Dealer enquires welcome. 

GILSOFT 
Hawthorn Road 
Barry 
South Glamorgan 
CFosLe 
(046) 736369 

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER 
WITH 

A= 



T-SHIRT OFFER 

; Be = sede 

i<sa eS le = @©®e @ 

“we've got hundreds to 
give away 



WHAT ARE MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES? 

MYSTERIOUS: (Adjective):~ “Baffling, full of mystery, strange or unaccountable”. 
ADVENTURE: (Noun): prise full of risk or danger, an experience of unforeseen events endangering the 

: participants life, a gamble on failure or success”, 
To start play on a MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is to take a step out of the world of reality and into the world of dreams, 
Your computer is your quide on these fantastic journeys in time and space where danger Is ever present and solutions to 

problems seldom come easy. 
By typing in simple commands in plain English you can “talk” to your computerised guide and tell it what your next 

q 7 actions aretobe 4 
MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES bring a frightening reality to the surreal situations in which you will find yourself. You 
will become involved in these strange worlds of the imagination, you will feel anger when things seem to be moving 

against you, you will feel elated when you overcome obstacles that are set in your way. Eventually you will feel overjoved 
as you reach the climax of your mission and success is yours. 

Any MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is not a mission to be taken lightly, success will never be instant — just as Rome was 
not built in a day. so each Adventure can rarely be completed in one session. To this end a “SAVE GAME” feature has 
been incorporated in each of the Adventures, This means that at any given time during play of an Adventure. you can 
store on tape your precise whereabouts, your equipment carried, and any other pertinent details about your present 

status. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS ON MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES 

Over the past few years, Adventure programs on Computers have almost always been presented in the classic “Text 
only" mode. For most Adventure players this has indeed been the way they prefer to play Adventures. The mental imagery 

generated by such an approach is limited only by the player's own imagination. One of the main reasons for the 
“Text only” approach has been the lack of hardware capabilities with regard to Graphics resolution ~ Pictorial Adventures 

could at best be only very limited in scope. ie 
‘This situation is changing now however, and Brian Howarth, author of the MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES series, has 
spent many hours incorporating Graphics into the Adventures. By working in close conjunction with Jon Blacow, a 

professional Artist, Brian has produced a series of extremely vivid and imaginative Adventures, Each MYSTERIOUS 
ADVENTURE now features. in addition to the Text description, pictorial “views” of your current location and 

surroundings. As you enter each new location, a high resolution. colour picture is rapidly drawn, The effect of this is to 
bring much more reality to the Scenario. you can actually see the situation you are faced with and act accordingly. It 
must be stressed that each picture has been designed so that it will enhance. rather than conflict with your mental 

imagery. At the single stroke of a key. vou can erase the picture and carry on with your Adventure in text only if this is 
your preference, We are confident that no other Adventure programs can boast such breathtaking realism and 

imagination combined with the flexibility and ease of play that have made MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES stich a 
phenomenal worldwide success. 

“In addition, the Adventures now features full sentence decoding as standard. These mean that you are no longer 
restricted to inputting single or two-word commands. You can now type in whole sentences in more or less plain English, 

‘Your computer will quickly analyse the sentence and pertorm a whole string of your commands. Just another feature 
designed to maximise your enjoyment of these world beating games! 

The “New style” MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES are currently available for the 
48K SPECTRUM. COMMODORE 64. More releases are planned this year which will include 
DRAGON 32. ORIC-1. APPLE Il & Ile. ATARI, LYNX. MATTEL AQUARIUS, IBM PC etc. 

Please write or phone for availability. 
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Laser days 
with your 

micro 

If alien-zapping’s 
read on. You cou 

something to your advantage 

your game, 
id find out 

_SOFTWAREREVIEWS 
Ultima Zone 

Tansoft, Units 1 & 
Techno-Par 
Cambridge 

Cambridge 
Newmarket Road, 

Tansoft has added an exciting 
new fast-action, all-machine- 
code arcade game to its reper: 
toire. Ultima Zone isa three-stage 
space battle. If you can survive to 
the end, you return to the first 
stage but with faster-moving 
opponents and more of them, 

The program loaded perfectl 
and 1 only had to read 
instructions twice before 1 
realised what I was doing wrong. 

Stage 1 is the most impressive 
part and skilful programming of 
the bouncing “‘brunes'’ is 
evident 

You are equipped with alaserto 

Skramblie 
Commodore 64 

£7.95 

Anirog, 8 High Street, Horley, 
Surrey 
Anirog’s version of Scramble is 
remarkably similar to the version 
found in the arcades. 

The game consists of various 
landscapes and cities scrolling 

Grid Runner 
Spectrum 

£6.95 
Quicksilva, Palmerston Park 
House, 13’ Palmerston Road 
Southampton, Hants. SOL 1LL 

{had immediate problems with 
Grid Runner. The cassette inlay 
promised instructions as soon as 
loading was complete, but none 
were forthcoming. 

T then fiddled about with the 
keyboard and eventually 
covered a superb game, 

I's a convoluted plot 
basically you operate a laser base 
(grid runner) at the bottom of an 
electrical grid 
Packets of electricity in chains 

descend thegrid. Ifyouhita chain 
it splits into smaller packets, 
making it harder to destroy each 
fragment 

IF the electricity r hes yo 

The Ultra 
Oric-1 £6.95 

PSS, 452 Stoney Stanton Road, 
Coventry 

1f Lam right, the Ultra will prove 
to be one of the great Orie soft 
ware successes of 1983. 

Devastatingly simple in con- 
cept, it nevertheless has that 
indefinable ability to compel you 
to have just one more attempt to 

from the right to the left of the 
screen. On the ground are various 
missiles, fuel dumps, rockets, etc 
— you gain points if you can blow 
these up. 

Depending on which landscape 
you are flying over, rockets may 
take off or UFOs and fireballs 
may attack you. 

The graphics are slightly on the 
slow side and rather jerky, though 
after playing a few times you do 
‘et used 10 this 

you are zapped. The zapping 
effect is excellent, accompanied 
by a nice electrical sizzling sound 
and little ripple 
the grid. 

The graphics are of a high 
standard and the author has even 
created a new chunky ch 
font to replace the standard 
Spectrum alphabet. I found this 
reduced colour crawl on my 
A high score featureis provided and, since the grid runner can 
move up and down as well as side 
to side, a high degree of hand/eye 
co-ordination is required. 

But please, Quicksilva, can we 
have some on-screen instructions, 
as promises MB. 

instructions 
playabiity 
graphics 
value for 

0% 
90% 
90% 
90% 

a ok ok ok ok 

iry and fight your way through its 
16 separate screens. 

The task, starting with just five 
lives, is 10 meet the challenge of 
The Ultra, an evil race of mutan 
aliens who have challenged you to 
‘a battle to the death in outer 
space, 

After an impressive hyperspace 
warp to the battlezone, you do 
battle with ahost of Pacman-style 
characters, while continually 
being bombed. 

Sereen two has Space Invader 
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blast them with, and a recharge- 

The colours and definition used 
in the graphics are top qualily and 
cannot be criticised 

The sound is quite good, 100, 
I would have liked a instructions 40% firing noise to be made when | playability 87% press the fire button —the only graphics 90% 

fault here. value for money 90% 
The program can only be used 

with a joystick — perhaps this is 
better than bashing your key 

guintic 
warr' 

dore 64 
comms 

on Park Quicksilva, Palmersto 
Reeve Palmerston Road, 

South pion, Hants, so} ILL 

ny adventure No, this game isn’t ats ae oe 
asian arcade style gC. ane 

Sibly a warrior?) Theobject o 

pon eame IS at rows of ene 
eur 
srg wee ais brn saat tay (en Sa mi samt 

to shoot 
‘ pve slowly as they move 

ni at the poin 

Coloured cubes and screen four 
Sellow blobs that constantly 

So far I have still 10 past 
creen sit — but the challenge of 
finding what the remaining 
Screens are hiding Keeps me Boing 

night after night. Use of graphics 
feamong the best s0 far for the 
Orie 

The Ulira provides extra lives 
ax 2,000 and 10,000 points — and 
You will need them — along with 

board 10 pieces! The fire button 
releases both missiles and bombs 
when pressed k. 

Kaew kk 

sound level selection, 
Score feature with an attractive 
sideways scrolling title and clear 
instructions 

A must for Oric owners 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

able defence shield to assist you in 
tight spots. 

Having zapped the colourful 
walkons and destroyed the highly 
dangerous brunes, the action 
slows down while you manipulate 
a remote control laser in a cruelly 
short timescale. 

Whether or not you collect a 
bonus, progression to stage 3 is 
assured. Here your keyboard skill 
is severely tested in avoiding 
various orbital defences — a bit 
like froggy crossing the road. 

The Oric’s super sound has not 
been stretched to its full 
capability, but this may be viewed 
as a blessing by any non-micro 
freaks in the neighbourhood. 

PS.W, 

instructions 90% 
playability 95% 
graphics 85% 
value for money 85% 

kaka Kk k 
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DRAGON PROGRAM 

Check the state of your finances 
at any time with my Budget pro- 
gram which enables you to set 
up and maintain your own per- 
sonal database 

The cassette file will hold 
152 weeks of transactions with 14 
iransactions to each week as 
well as an opening and closing 
balance 

Each transaction consists 
of a four-character identifier — 
such as CASH or MORT — and 
a plus or minus amount for 
pounds and pence. 

The positive amounts are 
income and the negative 
amounts are outgoings. 

You have full facilities for 
inputting and altering transac 
tions and a wide range of 
display screens for examining 
balances and movements 

The whole thing is menu 
driven and simple to operate 
Here are a few points to bear in 
mind 
@ On your first run through 
the program, when asked to 
PRESS | FOR INITIAL FILE 
LOAD you should respond 
with L. This will enable you to 
input a primary opening 
balance “and the date from 
which you want your 52 weeks 
to start, 

Main variables 
‘TRS and VL are $2 by 16 item 

arrays referring to transac- 
tions within weeks. The first 
contains the four-character 
transaction type and the se~ 
cond contains the correspon- 

These two, ding values. 
along with the 52-element 
“‘week-ending date'” array, 
comprise the data file which 
is read in by the cassette in- 
terface at the beginning of 
each run 

Having loaded your initial 
transactions you may end with 
a file update which will write 
your data file to cassette 

On subsequent runs you 
should. respond with any ‘key 
other than I. This will then load 
in your cassette data file and 
allow you to amend, input or 
simply display information. 

@ Keep your data file on a 
separate cassette from the pro- 
gram; simply swop cassettes 
when the program is loaded 

@ Remember to run the 
RECALCULATION function 
when you have input or altered 
transactions 

Why do you run out of money 
so quickly? Brian Hughes’ 
Budget program for the 

Dragon will tell you and give 
you a day-by-day guide to your 

home accounts 

@ To move on from a display, 
simply press any key and the Hints on conversion 
program will continue. The cassette data file 

handling is a particular feature 
‘of the Dragon and makes it 
unlikely that this program 
would convert easily to other 
computers. Otherwise the pro- 
gram should be fairly easy to 
use on other micros. 

@ Type “end” as a transaction 
type to complete a session of in: 
putting transactions. 

@ When using the program’s 
pageing facility — for exampl 
moving through the file display 
a week at a time — you may 
press E to end before you reach | @ The 
the final week &HFDD7,0 

two _ POKEs, 
and &HFDD6,0, 
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Let your computer look 
after your finances 

switch the Dragon's 6809 pro- 
cessor in and out of high speed 
mode. Because of these always 
re-set the computer if the pro- 
gram ends abnormally 

How it works 
10 POKE to increase processor 

peed and CLEAR to reserve 
enough string space 

20-40 dimension arrays and set 
up headings 

50-70 set up oper 
ing balance transaction types 

110-120 set initial opening on 
first run 

130-280 calculate week ending 
dates at seven-day. intervals 
from first week-ending date 

input 
290-350 clear high speed POKE 

(cassette interface works on: 
ly at normal processor 
speed), open data file, read 
in arrays VL, TRS and DT, 

lose data ‘file and re: 
establish high speed process 

8 
360-510 display 1 
520 start of new 

routine 
20-580 search for next 

available space in the arrays 
space in the arrays, 

590-670 process a new trans: 
action, letting you know if 
all 14’ transactions for this 
week have been used 

680-740 change existing trans: 
actions, keyed by week and 
transaction numbers 

810-900 setup sub-menu 
relating to display options 

910-960 calculate week number 
when only the date is known 

¢ throug! 
ying one week 

transaction 

disp 
time 

1040-1060 display 
transactions, actin 
general purpose routine for 
the display functions 

1070-1100 display one week's 
transactions 

1110-1170 recalculate ope 
and closing balances incor 
porating all new or amended 
transactions 

1180-1230 open data file — 
don’t forget to make sure 
your data tape is re-wou 
— outputs three main ar- 
rays, then close the file 

1240 ensures computer is re 
stored to normal processing 
before ending progran 

1250-1330 search for any 
balances which are less than 
or equal to zero and print 
week number so you may in- 
vestigate further. I've found 
this useful on the odd oc 
sion! 

2000-2600 put 16 weeks’ closing 
balances on the screen from any 
given week number 
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MICRODRIVE COMPATIBILITY i 

PROGRAMI JOYSTICK 
pi, JOYSTICK INTERFACE Why 
PS INTERFACE “Ue Aap 4 

Spectrum NEW PRICE ee 2x81 1535 
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CHOOSING 
A HOME MICR 

WARRiNe) own IG } 

Choosing a home micro can be a daunting task to the newcomer, and with an ever increasing number of 
micros emerging on the market, even up-grading, say, from a ZX81 can be a risky and expensive exercise 
if the wrong decision is made. It is important to look at the real facts and specifications, and check exactly 
what you get for your money before choosing your micro-computer system. 

THE PITFALLS 

“DON'T LET THE ADD ONS 
ADD UP” 
A number of large companies are 
offering packages that seem to be 
100d value and low cost. 
These offers usually have a hidden 

sting inasmuch as the essential 
accessories such as connection 
leads, peripherals and sofware often 
carry very high cost premiums. 
e.g, sofware for low cost hardware 
usually costs between £29 and £49 
fora ROM cartridge! 

CHECK THE QUALITY 
OF THE PRODUCT. 

@ High Quality Sound 
‘Some computers claim to provide a 
sound channel when i that 
an be found inside the computers 
2 small buzzer controlled by 
electronic pulses. Atthe very leasta 

provide envel 
sound chann 
sophisticated ef 
for generating music. Also look for 
the ability to connect to. 
amplifiers. 

@ Keyboard 
For accurate ent 

Raw materials are now an area where 
comers can be cut. and shoddy 
workmanship during bullding’can feelin operation. Couples 
effect the ‘uptime’ of your unit. acoustic feedback the 
Areas to watch out for are unreliable aware when the 
edge connectors, corrosion and 
poor quality PCBs. Low quality 
components and bad design will 
seriously effect the reliability of 
the end product, and can lead to 
false economy, 

ssional applica 
DON'T BUYA GAMES [portant if the purpose of 
MACHINE Purchasing a come 

nothing el 
‘computer yor 
Some computers, however, have the 

age of both games facility plus 

throwing your 
als ancl sofiuvre 

nthatcan 
hole world of computing to 

explore, as your interest and skills 
develop. A real computer system 
allow you to expand your knowle 

Technology world, and help 

software to make the most of its 
capability 
Remember, computing is here to 
stay. You can't lear to compute on 
2 toy, oF a device which does not 
behave like a real computer. 
In short look cut for a computer 
which offers all the points above, and 
you will be sure of getting the best 
value for money 

To find out which company offers 
you the right choice, with:- 
@ Good value, high specification, quality 
micros. 

p with its added uses in 
f education, communica: 

tion and home business use. 

SOFTWARE 
hea growing ibrary ol suppor 
fallpotetel ofyour machine. _ 
KEY POINTS TO computer in 
LOOK FOR Soi eve engages 

there are a number of BASICs. som 
@ High Resolution Colour 
in general most home compe 
have a poor graphics resol 
detail). Check on the vetc @ A quality, 4 colour, plain paper printer/ 
horizontal resolution in gra program in the mayorty of 
percent eaten ga ger a nemesma res (plotter. ees Tethers man” Romecomputersetewsie @ Communications Modem. 
35,000, then the araphics can hardly educate your children to face the 5 . 5 Be considered high resolution resell @ Micro Disk Drives. 

@ Comprehensive and growing range 
Without high resolution ‘ 

din @ Expansion 

2 of software 
TURNOVER... => 

displays such as those u 
games tend to be “Chunky” in 
appearance. 

Advertisement 
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The Otic Modem isthe latest» ingludine Viewdatay ‘Coming sdon abe inerediblesbuiltsinpowersupply, these 
© MOS single chip modem. Tefesoftware, and Electronic new 3° Oric easy fo use units will add big 
running off the Oric’s own Mail all size, Compact. High system capability to your 
power Supply. Its ewn ROM precision disks with storage home micto, 
will turn ORIC into a Prestel* capabilities from 100K Bytes 
terminal. with all the to in excess of | Meqabyte 
" ommunications benefits unformatted. With their own 

The Oric Colour Printer is quality engineered to provide 4 colour hard copy 611 plan jsaper with super 
graphics and text capability, printing either 40 colunyiis.or BO coun Itprints 1 

red. green, black and blue, onto a4¥2" width 
tandard paper n tint speed of 17 
Chatacters second. the MCP AQ come 

witht ” ay and all 

" nace stant 
ayy staan bared 

Contronnes inter 

This superb printer represents, 
excellent value at just 

£169.95 including VAT. 

ORIC PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LTD. COWOKK TH PARK, LONDON ROAD, ASCOT, BERKS. 



The right choice 
for real computing 

ORIC-1 
Before making your final choice, check any other home micro in the same price bracket, 

against the incredible specification of the ORIC-1. 

- F ; Real computer keyboard layout and 
| Quality of build and materials \ =F Sakae 

High Resolution colour grap! © Superb styling / Full colour display O54) x 200 pixels 

, Real computer language programmi ® Choice of 16K or 48K RAM | eee 
® Teletext/Viewdata compatible graphics | Latest design technology and circuitry (28 tonsx 40 characters) 

| Real sound — 8 octaves plus Hi-Fi output | Cassette Port & R.G.B. output. 

Garo ully supported and growing software 
| Centronics printer interface | library 

55 DEL Ds A fully expandable system for home, 
© Colour printer. / Disk Drives | education & small business use 

Full range of peripherals to support 
your system... je Communications Modem 

ORIC-1 Setting todays standard in Quality and Price. 

ORIC-1 48K £13945 incvar ORIC-1 16K £99.95 inc.vat 
All ORIC computers purchased before 31st December 1983 MCP 40 COLOUR PRINTER £169.95. 
come with a £40 voucher off the M.R.P. ofthe MCP40 Colour OFFER PRICE £129.95 
Printer. 

ra | NEws Tansorr EWS py 4 
ORIC Soft THE HOBERE ortware BIT 

wing success of ORIC-1 means that an incredible number of software titles 

are b ming available for your Oric, With many well known titles from independent 

software houses. plus exclusive ORIC SOFTWARE from TANSOFT. you can now drive 
+ Oric towards its full potential. 

Below is a small selection from Tansoft’s range. all of which offer superb value 

BUSINESS TOURING LANGUAGES 
ORIC BASE, ORIC CALC. AUTHOR. GERMAN. SPANISH. ITALIAN. FRENCH. 

MACHINE LANGUAGES GENERAL INTEREST 
FORTH. ORIC MON. ORIC CHESS. MULTIGAMES 1. 
COMPUTER GAMES MULTIGAMES 2. ORIC CAD. 
ZODIAC, HOUSE OF DEATH, THE NOWOTNIK PUZZLE. 
ORIC MUNCH, SUPER BREAKOUT, 
ULTIMA ZONE, DEFENCE FORCE. 

TANSOFT ORIC SOFTW 
s. For full list of f 

TANSOFT LIMITED - 3« 



Kemsoft, The Woodlands, 
Kempsey, Worcs 

Although it takes a full six 
minutes to load, this program 
cleverly provides you with several 
pages of instructions on the 
screen while you wait 

Junior 
Education 
Spectrum 

£7.50 
Calpac, 108 Hermitage Woods 
Crescent, St Johns, Woking, 
Surrey GU21 1UF 

Eight good educationally-sound 
programs from an unpretentious 
company whose aim is to provide 
programs to reinforce the child's 
school work. Essentially these 
programs do so admirably. 

1 would be impossible to des 
cribe all eight, so 1 will just 
mention their titles —all are aptly 
hamed! They are Draw, Homo: 
phones, Subtract, Flower, Tables, 
Comprehension, Romans and 
Spelling. Flower’ needs a special 
mention as this is very nearly a 

hing program in its own right 
Most programs follow the same 

format of building up a picture on 

Dungeon Software, PO Box 4, 
Ashbourne, Derbyshire DE61AQ 

Described as “‘An Exploration for 
Younger Players’, there is no 
other guideline as 10 just what age 
group this might be suitable for. 

The game consists of a low- 
resolution maze in which you 
wantler around to locate the 

-Atouch of 
class? 

Two teachers test these 
teaching programs for the 
home and classroom too 

‘At the end of loading you are 
rewarded for your patience with a 
superb high resolution colour 
map of the world. 

This educational program tests 
your knowledge of geography; 
specifically countries of the 
world, their capitals, the counties 
of the UK, and seas of the world, 
Given a country, sea or county, 

you move thecursor over amap to 
show you know where itis 

If you are wrong, the program 

Giant's Castie 
Dragon £5.95 

Dungeon Software, PO Box 4, 
Ashbourne, Derbyshire DE61AQ 

This is a fun adventure program 
for younger players who need to 
be able to read reasonably well, 
cope with general knowledge 
questions, anagrams and a little 
frustration, In fact thisis the basic 
stuff of all adventures, 

The game is full of nice sur- 
prises, both from its graphics and 
His text comments, It would of 
course be unfair 10 detail these, 
but it’s fair 10 say that colour, 
sound and simple animation pro- 
Vide an entertaining mix that will 
give the children lots of fun. 

High- and low-res are ‘used 
effectively in this BASIC pro: 
gram which is certainly an ad. 
vantage here. 

The program notes contain an 
interesting section for parents and 

ives you the correct answer. 
There is provided a learning iabasi grt seeing eniewete "aoe pase ah atanstgmonts fhe festa othe st pole DA, 

tes therearcscveral bloke of 10, nstuetions 70% 
questions, so it will take some ase of use 2O% Aime tolearn all he answers, Braphics 100% 

Superb on-screen maps of the value for money 90% 
world, Europe and Great Britain 
enhance a well produced cassette. 

It demonstrates how 
‘computers should really be used, 

kee k 

teachers which give instructions 
on how the general knowledge 
questions may be changed. 

An interesting departure for a 
program to be advocating its own 
cannibalisation, but a necessary 
feature if it’s’ to have lasting 

peal. 
Younger children of about 

seven needed minimal guidance 
and found it intriguing. 1 also 
tried it at school with small groups 
‘of nine and 10 year olds, who 
collectively answered the ‘ques- 
tions in about 45 minutes. 

‘One complaint. In one room 
the wrong decision causes the 
program 10 wipe itself out — a 
nuisance in class because valuable 
time is wasted reloading. Oh well, 
we can alwaysalterit! MP, 

instructions 95% 
playability 90% 
graphics 75% 
value for money 95% 

aa K kK 

home 

correct answers and animating it 
at the end if enough correct 
answers were made. 

Presentation is very good, the 
graphics are excellent, colour and 
sound are well used, and all pro- 
grams loaded first time. 
Two of the programs can be 

tailored to suit the teac‘ver/par- 
ents’ own requirements. Compre- 
hension and Spell oth let you 
creale your own sentence/word 
databases, 

The tape is supplied with a six- 
page booklet which contains clear 
notes on each program, 

‘A valuable and useful pack for 
both school and home. 

instructions 98% 
playability 87% 
graphics 1% 
Value for money 

zkaewex 

treasure. 
‘Only the arrow keys are used to 

move, but if you get into a tight 
corner you can place yourself 
randomly elsewhere. 

‘On the face of it, that doesn’t 
sound too promising, but there is 
a lot more built in. 

Young children of about five 
practising their motor skills need 
a lot of visual stimulus. 

This is provided by the author, 
Mike Meineck, through a charm- 
ing mixture of high- and low-res 
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s-Trek 
et £5.95 

ware, PO Box 4, 
Dungeon, Sey erpyshite DESIAQ ‘Ashbourne, De 

Naegree of int
eraction’ meaning 

Sng. Nice to see they’re w
ill ing 1 

‘a short inlay and 

of getting 
fuelling. 
ficulties @ 
asteroids, Klingons, OI 

di 

‘excursions, giving the youngster — I 
pictures and actions which help 
with co-ordination and memory. 1 
particularly liked the helpful 
Fairy Nuff. instructions 
T'vetried it out with fivetonine Playability 95% 

year olds, and they enjoyed the Braphics 80% 
game. Itwaseasytocopewithand —Yalue for money 100% 
contained enough to keep them 
interested. Loading proved 
simple and the instructions were 
straightforward. 

Fun for the youngsters with a 
minimal amount of supervision 

this one in a play school. 

Kaew Kk * 

and fuel sHOrIAEES a soiving 
These are dealt We osed by the 

computer. 
made by an’ 
set according | 

‘YP, nine year olds ried thigon 
jovedit. They enjoyed he Ne

e 

lower eegame’” at their Own Level, 

of a “Beresting Bfaphics ¢ 
jotivate them. 

mat each starbas 
the opportunity 0! 
level of difficulty 
far the start seemed t 

runny home or i he Sas 
Good at Womyarortunately 
soltary ek 

95% 
instructions 30% 
playability 50% 
graphics 98% 
Nalue for money 

would even be happy to see 

MP. 

95%, 



Soneens Geel a Sinclair For MICROTAN 
ir to your 6502 

Compete by sinety (ask for Printface 1) 

lugging the right 
PRINTFACE vit to your For DRAGON 32 
‘system giving you up to 43 (ask for Printface 2) 
characters line or 256 Pixel 

For ATOM/ACORN 
(ask for Printface 3) 

For ORIC 
(ask for Printface 4) 

For BBC COMPUTER 
(ask for Printface 5) 

For VIC 20 
{ask for Printtace 6) 

HOWTO ORDER Piease enter your requirementsinthecoupon below. enciosi 
(zee postal ere. made payable io: MICROTANIC COMPUTE! 
SYSTEMS LTD. allow 14 days for delivery. 

‘Other Prntace unts availabe. Piase state your system. Snoud you MICROTANIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD. 
please ck Semen ieee TEL: (01) 693 1137 

vic 20 16K 
DRAGON 32K 
‘MICROPOLY 
Rwy B 

VIC 20 unexp SINCLAIR ZX 81 16K DRAGON 32K 
ALIEN VORTEX ‘SPECTRUM 48K SEARCHWORD 

‘ADMIRAL GRAF SPE 

Programmers required Games Xe 
te £5.95 

Electron - v 
Phone Dave Clements Overseas add £1 
(07974) 2225 to each Game 
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WANTED 
ZIMBABWE MANUFACTURING COMPANY WITH 
SUCCESFUL BOARD GAME SEEKS OUTLET TO 

CONVERT THE GAME TO A COMPUTER PROGRAM 
(SPECTRUM?) FOR A SIMULTANEOUS BOARD/ 

COMPUTER GAME ‘84 LAUNCH. 

REPLY 
Sparrow and Sparrow Solicitors 
30 Notting Hill Gate 
London W11 
01-727 3188 Ref GNG/Launch 

THERES PERE 
MICROSPHERE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD 
72 ROSEBERY ROAD -LONDON N10 2LA 

TELEPHONE 01-883 9411 

EVOLUTION (8K Spectrum) 
Can youtrace the course of evolution tom the primordial soup toman, Keeping 
fa balanced world and surviving the od disaster as you go 
Should be easy... afterall ts been done belore! Only £6.95 

OMNICALC (48k Spectrum) 
The best Spectrum spreadsheet you can buy. Written in machine code to be 
taster to give you more spacetor data. andto allow more features tobeincluded 
itis guaranteed uncrashabie Do you find that working out your 

finances makes your head buzz? 
Do you see red? 
Don't worry, now you can have 
Hilton's Personal Banking 
System on your side 
‘a clear head start and 
(hopefully) putting you back 

(0 the black! 

‘SPECTRUM (48K) 
GARDENBI £6.50 
‘A captivating introduction to 
Ornithology and entertaining | 
PLAY TYPE TRANSPOSE; 

£94 
‘Compose, transpose key, Play it 
Save it, Print it! 

iM more programs shared the quality of OMNICALC, then we might see more 
Spectrums in offices Home Computing Weekly 3/5/83, 

ng you ‘ts ideal for someone whohas ust found the spreadsheet concept but itis also 
«avery powerful too! for anyone who has used one previously 

Sinclait User June 1983 
Complete with comprehensive manual £9.95 

Maintain permanent records DRAGON (32K) di00 ‘ZX-SIDEPRINT (Spectrum & 2X81 versions) 

ste ete SRT sasiuilage | | Ue?eeersteoeetemer neato tee ete rasy 
Bank Reconciliation module and Copy 5.00 CREVASSE & HOTFOOT (any Spectrum) is included to automatically DISASSEMBLER oo samiee Can you make it cross he ioe cap whilst chasms open and close all around? 
‘match your Bank Statement 
to your PBS account. 
* ZX81 £9.95 (16K) 
+ ZX SPECTRUM £12.00 (48K) 
* DRAGON £12.00 (32K) 
* BBC £9.95 (32K) PBS only 
guaranteed after sales 
maintenance provided, 
« HILTON Hilton Computer Services Lid 

i elher to screen of 
i Texan MNEMONI

CS- 

MEMORY MAP i rages of Dragon Over 9 A4 pages of DOE ABLE! 

Or help the rabbit get to fields ful of carrots - but eemember the plumper the 
‘ne greater the danger 

2 original games for only £4.95 
New! ‘THE TRAIN GAME (any Spectrum) New! 
First there wete model railways, then there were computers. Now Microsphere 
gives you both in one. 
Featuring passenger. goods & express tains tunnels; viaducts: points: stations; 
turntable bonus games. collisions. derailment, ale passengers, and every 

iD *) 14 Avalon Road, Only £5.95, 
COMPUTER Riutsa, Kent BRO OAX 

FRVICES nat torte at yur cal computers. 
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The life of asoldieris often lonely 
and dangerous. 

Here you are, guarding a 
bridge by yourself, with a report 
that a highly trained platoon of 
enemy snipers may be heading 
your way. 

And if they appear, then you 
have to try and stop them cross- 
ing by yourself 

But your sergeant said it’s un: 
likely that they'll go. for this 
bridge, so you may as well take 
the opportunity for a snooze 

Suddenly, you hear a noise — 
could it be the enemy? Oh no, 
here they come! 

In this game for both models of 
Oric-1, you control the soldier 
(appearing as a ‘greater than’ 
symbol) on the left hand side of 
the sereen 

You remain on that side of the 
screen, moving up or down by 
pressing the cursor control keys 
to the left of the space bar 

The enemy soldiers (10in total) 
will travel across the bridge on the 
right hand side of the screen. 

They cross one at a time, and 
have (0 get to the top of the screen 
to be safely across. You have to 
stop them, by firing (pressing the 
space bar) when you get them in 
your sights 

REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
POKES18, 18 

Auguet, 1963 
Initialise 

Don’t let 
those 
snipers 
cross! 

It's you against a whole platoon 
in David Nowotnik’s Oric game 
- are you a good enough shot 

to defend the bridge? 

Main variables 
‘A row position of your man 
B row position of the enemy 

soldier 
H indicator; equals 1 when hit 

achieved, otherwise 0 
K used in printing to the top row 
M the number of enemy soldiers 

used 
V the number of times you have 

bbeen wounded 
P holds the value of a keypress 
Y arandom number, either 1,0, or 

=1, to move the enemy soldier 
SC the score 
227) used 10 check if a bridge 

supports in the way when 
in ie 

AS used to print the display, and, 
the top line, 

The bridge supports (the hash 
signs) act as cover for both you 
and the enemy. These soldiers are 
crackshots, so if they see you, 
they will fire at you — and thi 
don’t miss! 

All the inbuilt Oric-1 sound 

IFPEEK (524) 127 THENPRINTCHRS (28) 4 
9@_GC=Os DINZ (27) 1 Madi Vad 
18 TEXT! INKi1PAPER6ICLE 

“They shall not pa 
"py David Nowotnik® 

WAITS@0:CL8 
FORI=1 70271 READALZ (1) =AsNEXTI 
DATAL 8, 1,1,,8,141 
2 

PRINTAS 
FORI=1 7061 PRINT: PRINT 
PRINTAG: PRINTABINEXTI 

tat 

PRINTCHR# (32) 
finds B=261Me@s GOTOLO0® 
REM Subroutines 
REM Print to the top row 
FORI@1TOLEN (AS) 
POKEK+! ,ASC (MIDS (A,r, 1)) 
NEXTI) RETURN 
REM Check for keypress 
HO P=PEEK (520) 1 IFP=S6THENRETURN 
TFP=172ANDADTHENPLOT! ,A," "1AeAn11PLOTI yA," >"4RETU 
TFP=1BQANDAC26THENPLOT! ,A," "sAmAti1PLOTI ,A,">"1RET 
IFP<>132THENRETURN 
REM Shoot! 

X=ArGOSUBSe@ 
IFH=@THENRETURN 
FORJ=1704:PLOT3S,B,"*" 

520 IFAC >BTHENGOTOSS 
530 Hel: ExPLODE 
548 FORJ™1T0S1PLOT®,A,2:WAIT20 
SSO PLOTO,A, 11WAIT2OINEXTI 
560 WAIT4Ds INKi1PLOT2,X," 

effects are used to tell_what is 
happening. When you fire, you 
will hear SHOOT, and ZAP 
when you are fired at. 

Ifyou or the enemy soldier are 
hit, then you will hear 
EXPLODE. 

If the enemy soldier makes it 
across to the other side, then 
you'll hear PING, and the next 
soldier will start across the 
bridge. 

You score 10 points for each 
enemy soldier you hit, but you 
will lose points if they get to the 
top of the screen, or if youarehit 

You may be wounded up 10 
four times, but the last time will 
prove fatal! Good luck, you'll do 
well to score more than 20, 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 15 November 1983 

How it works 
70-160 initialise the variables and 

print the ttle 
170-200 print the playing area 
250-280 subroutine to print the 

title and score to the top (pro- 
tected) row of the screen 

300-340 check for cursor key or 
space bar press; move man up 
‘or down, of shoot, as appro- 
priate 

350-870 “shoot’ subroutines. 
‘Check for a hit in line 520 

600-670 move opponent. Line 640, 
checks if he is ‘home’, line 670 
checksif he has you in his sights 

{690-710 the enemy soldier fires at 
you 

'800-860 opponent home — give 
PING, and adjust the score 

1000-1070 main routine 
1100-1140 check for end of the 

game 
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crash: : 

spectrum? 
I have been very impressed 
in recent weeks by the in: 
reasing number of high 
quality contributions pub- 
lished in your magazine. 1 
consider that producing 
simple “home’’ programs 
‘can be very rewarding for 
computer owners 

‘Twas thrilled to read Ray 
Elder's article in HCW 31.00 
Crashproofing your 2X81. 1 
also own a Spectrum, and 
would greatly value a repeat 
Of this article applied to that 
machine, 
Alfred Borg, Aughton, 
Lancs. 

Ray Elder replied: “It's nice 
to know you enjoyed the 
article. Thesame principles 1 
used to crashproof the ZX81 
‘can be used on the Spectrum 
with a few modifications 
and I'l’ be writing a short 
piece on these modifications 

1 was leafing through my 
back copies of HCW the 
other day, on the lookout 
for any VIC-20 programs 
that had missed my roving 
eye, when I noticed some. 
thing that struck me as. 
funny, 

In issue 28 there was a 
Spectrum program. So 
what, hear you say, Well, 
it was the one where you 
had to protect a city from a 
destructive Buck Rogers. In 
the following issue you had 
another Spectrum program 
This time, you had to bomb 
a city, Talk about split 
personalities 
Andrew Hitchen, Walton, 
‘West Yorks. 

Now any 
micro’s 
welcome 

With the large increase in 
Variety of home computers 
over the last year, the Ayles: 
bury ZX Computer Club 
have decided to drop the 
‘ZX’ from its name, to 
cater for all makes of 
‘microcomputer. 

‘AS the main microcom: 
puter club in the area, the 
Aylesbury group have 
found that despite the fact 
it was primarily a Sinclair 
user group, users of micros 
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Send 
Home 
Chari 

WC2H 
your computer — the best 

letter could win £5-worth of 
software. Got a problem with 

your micro? We'll soon be 
starting a queries page, so send 

Queries at the above address 

our letter to Letters, 
uting Weekly, 14 145 

Cross Road, London 
Don't forget to name 

hnical questions to 

other than the ZX. series 
have been drawn to the 
club. 

With the initials ‘ZX’ 
now dropped from its 
name, the club has formal- 
ised its interest in all makes 
of home computer. 

The club will continue to 
hold weekly meetings at 
Quarrendon School (each 
Friday at 7.30pm) and 
monthly meetings at the 
Mandeville Centre. 

Further information on 
the facilities offered by the 
club and its activities can be 
obtained from myself, on 
Aylesbury 630867, 
Please could you bring 

these changes to the atten 
tion of your readers? 

| David “Nowotnik, Ayles- 
“bury, Bucks 

When Ir 
Grid Run and Pontoon in 

that you were writing about 
my games, 

For Grid Run you stated 
that “little skill is involves 
— bit nothing could be 
further fromthe truth 

It is a skilful game in 
which you have to plan 
ahead carefully choosing the 
correct path to avoid being 
destroyed. The game get in 
creasingly faster at the 
higher levels, a fact that 1 
doubt you appreciate. 

In Pontoon you state that 
it “lacks challenge’. This 
game strictly adheres to the 
same laws of chance as the 
card game. Am Io presume 
that the card game Pontoon 
also “lacks challenge"? 

Thave been told by many of our customers that the 
graphics are among the best 
they have seen for the 
Spectrum, and how much 
they enjoyed the game, 
which naturally appeals to a 
different market from Space 
Invader type games. 

May I suggest that when 
reviewing games in the 
future you test them 
thoroughly as comments 

HCW 32, I could not believe | 

based on a superficial ap- 

praisal are most unfair to 
writers who have spent 
months working on these 
games before writing a re- 
view which will be con- 
sidered by many of your 
readers as gospel 
Bruce Rutherford, Arcade 
Software, Orpington, Kent 
Our reviewer replied: "I 
think it’s a little unrealistic 
to expect a reviewer to play a 
‘game for months beforesay. 
ing anything about it, but I’ 
did spend rather more than 
five minutes on Grid Run 
‘and Pontoon, and I feel my 
comments were fair, In Grid 
Run, I felt that it was too 
easy 10 get into a situation 
where it was impossible to 
avoid the car that’s chasing 
you, and where you couldn't 
‘get out however skilful you 

As for Pontoon, I did 
say in my review that the 
graphics were good, but I 
don't think that card games 
transfer well (0 computers 
— most of the fun is in play 
ing with real cards against 
real opponents as far as I'm 
concerned, A case of nice 
implementation — shame 
about the game. 

exer — 
Cry from 
the heart 

These verses are a cry from 
the heart from the mum of a 
computer-made family. Any 
sympathisers? 

The years have caught 
me, left me behind, 

The new technology 
boggles my mind 

No more for me the turn 
of a knob, 

But microwaves, chips to 
finish the job. 

Computers and robots 
are found every place, 

Programs and bits, bytes 
and dump, 

Digitiser, atom, 
synchronous, 
interface, 

And me! — cumulative 
error or frump? 

Nan Bickford, Stafford 

eee | 
Family 

fortunes 
In recent weeks, 1 have 
noticed that people have 
written in claiming their 
high scores on various com- 
puter games, so 1 thought 1 
would tell you mine. 

Our family has a TI 
99/4A. My high score on 
Parsec is 914,000, which 
took me 1% ‘hours, My 
dinner went cold while 1 
achieved it 

Also, my sister has 
munched her way up {0 
220,570 on Munchman. Can 
any’ TI owner beat these 
Antony Palourti, Harro- 
gate, North Yorks. 



1am researching the dif- 
ferences, if any, between 
males and females in com- 
puter skills and interests, 
particularly computer games, ai 
would welcome assistance 
from your readers 

The information can be 
i jonymously if 

it [need to know 
the sex of the correspond- 
ents, approximately how 
many hours each week are 
spent using the computer, 
what percentage of the time 
is spent playing games and 
the names of their three 
favourite games with the 
relevant highest scores if 
appropriate, 

L would aiso be interested 
to know of any other work 
your readers know of in 
similar areas, and would be 
very pleased to hear their 
Views on why so few girls 
‘and women seem to be inter- 
ested in micros. 
Anne Shadbolt, Sheffield 
City Polytechnic, Totley 
Hall Lane, Shettieid S17 
4A\ 

[=e ee) 
Chatter talk 
We were very pleased to see 
quite favourable reviews of 
our programs, Chatter- 
maths and Chattercount 
(HCW. 34), 

We must assume that, for 
some reason, the reviewer 
had not been given a copy of 
the instructions. 

These are not within the 
program because of insuf- 
ficient memory and the age 
of the children playing. 
They should be on the cas- 
sette insert, 

Could we therefore make 
the following points? 
Chattermaths includes 

subtraction as well as 
addition, and has two levels 
of difficulty: answers up to 
10and answers up t0 10+ 10. 
‘There is a simple form of 

scoring which can be reset to 
zero for use by another 
child. 

In Chattercount, the 
‘mediocre’ number recog- 
nition routine is intention- 
ally simple, and acts only as 
aan introduction to the num- 
bers on the keyboard. 
‘A child who gets five cor- 

rect answers automatically 
moves ontoa slightly harder 
yersion of the same game. 
Spoken help is given when 
necessary in each game. 
There is a choice between 

among those available for 
use on the Spectrum with the 
(Currah Mic 3 
B. M. & S. M. Hodgson, 
Gilling East, Yorks. 

Can we putin a plea here to 
software companies {0 en- 
sure that the review tapes 
you send us are the versions 
‘that will be on sale, complete 
with final packaging and in- 
structions? Our reviewers 
can’t comment on what they 
haven't been Sent, so it's in 
‘your interests to make sure 
they get the finished 
product. 

{nelirton? 
1am a TRS-80 IIL and Spec* 
trum user, and Ido not know 
much about programming. I 
am looking for some people 
who live in Bristol 
(preferably Clifton) who 
knows how to program such 
computers as ZX81. Spec: 
trum, VIC-20, Dragon, 
‘TRS-80 111; Oric and BBC, to 
help me start a club. 

This club will mainly deal 
in games and maybe a few 
business. programs, and 1 
hope that as we go along we 
will be able 10 open a soft- 
ware library. If you are in- 
terested please, please con- 
tact me at the address below 
Christopher Tihanyi, Base- 
ment Flat, 2 Victoria Sq, 
Clifton, Bristol 8 

To begin with, I must say 1 
totally agree’ with T.M.'s 
review (HCW 33) of the 
VIC-20 game, Paratroo- 
pers 

T know I am right in say- 
ing that it is nobody's idea 
of fun to slaughter defence- 
less figures and waich and 
enjoy their descent to the 
ground, even if they are 
‘only made-up characters, 

But I do think it is a little 
unfair for us to make 
Rabbit (the company pro- 
ducing Paratroopers) the 
‘only scapegoat for this 
“blow ‘em all up and get 
the points” type of game, 

‘After all, when you come 
to think of it, aren’t nearly 
all the games out nowadays 
connected in some way to 
“killing”? Whether it’s 

‘example than most, but it’s 
fable fact that 

you are committing the 
accused “‘sin’” when you 
play games like Scramble, 
Galaxion and so on. 

‘On the same page there 
was another game very 
similar to this one — only 
you bomb ships instead — 
entitled Harrier Attack, 

which received four stars. 
Tam not saying I approve 

or disapprove of these 
games. | am merely trying 
to emphasise that Pars 
troopers is not the only one 
of its kind. 

Secondly, 1 think the 
children of today have 
enough to worry about — 
what with the wars we hear 
about every day — without 
computer tapes of this kind. 

Finally, 1 would like to 
say that’ in my opinion 
HCW is, minus the odd 
thing like this, the best com- 
puter magazine on the ever- 
expanding home computing 
book shelf. Keep it up! 
Luke Jacobson, aged 12, 
London SWS 
KE Software winner 

Now that Ihave had time to 
get over T.M’s review of 
Paratroopers”” in the 

October 18th issue I am able 
to see its funny side. 

In fact, Lean even compli- 
ment the reviewer on the 
first four lines of his review. 
By saying "'Thisis one of the 
best examples of user-de- 
fined graphics that 1 have 
ever seen, along with excel 
ent sound effects" he re- 
flects accurately some of the 
best qualities of the game. 

It is after this that he 
seems to lose sight of them 
by indulging himself in his 
‘own curiously narrow ideas 
of morality. 

Confrontation, life and 
death are the ‘meat and 
drink" of computer games. 
No one takes them serious! 
or the idea of humans being 
involved 

‘On the same page as the 
““Parairoopers” review are 
four others involving 
humans. Three feature con- 
frontations which are ex- 
clusively human, and one is 
“Harrier Attack” which to 
some people might bring 
back memories of a real 
human conflict. 

So, why is TM. the only 
reviewer to feel that this 
kind of game is immoral? 
The game players don't 
seem to share his views 
either, because “‘Para- 
troopers” is already a best 
seller. 

‘A reviewer has a respon- 
sibility, both to the game 
manufacturers and whoever 
reads his review, which 
should take precedence over 
his own personal views. He 
is there to evaluate each 
‘game on its technical merits, 
and not to treat readers 0 
his feelings about Martians, 
monsters, helicopters oF 
anything else. 

In this case responsibility! TO 9998 
seems to have been. shot | 9997 NEXT c: NEW 
down in favour of prejudice] 9998 CLS : GO TO 1 
‘and self indulgence. How | 9999 SAVE “secret” LINE 
could any game, however! 9995 
dire, be worth only 0% for] Remember to enter your 
playability and value for! keyword as a direct 
money? Is this a trend? Can | command, using LET s$ =" 
we expect 10 sce “Phoenix"’| word or symbol"’ then reviewed by the RSPCA in| SAVE by GOTO 9999, your next issue? And] Alan Gee, Grantham, Lincs, 
“Planetoids”” reviewed by 
the UFO Society? Or, is it 
just a one-off? aaa Heather Lamont, Rabbit 
Software, Harrow, Middle-| Take ten 

lines. 

A few lines seem to, have 
n missed out of my 

Not so Astro Gallery game for the 
rivate TI-99/4A, published in 

=" HCW 35, The missing lines 
are: 

‘On the Micro Tips page of | 1050 C=20 
HCW 31, Andrew Turek | 1060 C2= 10 fave a tp called Private] #879 CALL HCHARIRC, 
Hine ouene athe | nb CL CHAR, 
rogram without @ cde yop y 
entered his sequence into R 

cone of my Data programs, | 1130 W=C_ 
followae is structions} 1139 x <INT(RND*4) + 1 

1 did indeed find that TEN) 
entering anything other than 
the code word would not | Tony Garner 

access, but being a 
ly pessimistic sort, T 

looked for other ways’ to 
break in and eventually 
found one. 

type a false code 
then. press ENTER, 

and very quickly SHIFT and 
BREAK ‘together you get | someone must have spirited 
LBREAK. From there, ; 
ENTER of LIST will let you | *"#¥ line 40110 from my 
into the program. HCW 31. It should read: Ron Rickwood, Gilling-| 40119 DATA KITCHEN, 4 0,2,0,0 

me 

Notso | mes rivate 
nes-2 | Tiptypo 

Nice try, Andrew Turek] Thank you for publishing my 
(Private Lines, HCW31),| tip for finding memory loca- 
but not quite good enough. | tions on the VIC-20 in HCW. 
By using SHIFT 6 you can] However, 1 have found a 
get_a Report H STOP in] small typing error crept in, 
INPUT, However, by dis-| for which I must apologise, 
bling the error report by| The amended line is below. 
SS gu can make the pro:| LN FOR CH=0.TO CN : 
gram very inaccessible with-| READ C$: C=(ASC 
‘out the keyword. (CS)— 64) * 8+ 7168, 
Here is how I would use] LN FOR CS=0 TO.7 : 

‘Andrew's program, notfor-| READ CQ : POKE 
getting to reset the ERR SP] C+CS,CQ : NEXT 
back to normal in the first 
line of your program with} | whereLN line number(s) 
POKE 23616,84 an number of 

characiers to define 
1 POKE 23613,84 ‘Also, in along program, 
JOPRINTAT10,5;‘*YOUR] is better to split the original 

SECRET PROGRAM” | line into two as shown, 
30 PAUSE 0 Again the matching 
‘9995 POKE 23613,255 DATA line would be as: 
9996 FOR c=1T03:CLS:| IN DATA "*X"",123,234, 

PRINT “access keyword | 0,34,62,1,3,0 
please ?"": INPUT LINE| David. Shepherdson, Ikley, 
XS: IF xS=sS THEN GO| West Yorks 
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HERE GOMES HORAGE! 
dust 
game 

said that Horace games A, 
ina class of their own i aceis SR 

inthe game“ 

The Horac ies of gam 

cate 

Melbourne House Publishers 
eae ————— Melboure House 

| Spectrum Commodore 64 131 Trafalgar Road Greenwich London SE1O 
Correspondence to: 
Melboume House 
Tring 
Hertordshire 



Special 
Mission 
TI-99/4A 

(Extended 
BASIC) £5.95 

Temptation Software, 27 
Ports Street, Rye, Sussex 

Cingu 

Special Mission is a text-only ad 
venture game set in an industrial 
complex, Your task is both 
discover and accomplish the 
instructions 

The computer ¢ 
length, although thi 
times result i 
error, a small 
adequately 

Explorin 
nieved by 

described h 

mplex is 

‘ask for help w 

Master Chess 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 
Mikrogen, 24 Agar Crescent 
Bracknell, ‘Berks 

Progi this complexity 
never cease to amaze me. A fully 
implemented chess program at 

Castie 

actions are permitted 
As with most adventures the 

game is text-only 

Lojix 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 

Virgin Games, 61/63 Portobello 
Road, London WII 

This is a puzzle program which 
will appeal to all those who can 
do the Rubik cube withou! 
hinking 

Even though it 
mensions. instead of Rubik's 

It's the 
thought 

that 
counts... 

...With these games of logic 
and strategy. Our reviewers 

give their verdicts 

bui 

SAVE w 

iced player 

x*k Kk 
quickly 

A superb example of a real 
application for a home computer 

Du can get some help 
nputer’s recommended move 

and analyse why it recommends 
his price has to be excellent value 
Good. graphics. how a Grand Algo avatabie under the Sica ate ees parole orihis fabelinvough Psion. DM 

ming! akes an ide: value for mone: 95% 

Fmplaying-Even onthe simplest patent human, and even "tov ala 
he limit and clue targe! trophe limi tpn limit, 1 10 10s There are some unusual Glob The eatastrontie Hm fosters 

objects to be wind as you is the number of cul pring the Adventure andes through ihevaaileteore TI-99/4A | which, if unaverted, will BFne 
Dragon £6.95 32° 0! hasty ends prevent you (extender tame oa 28 enue 

Virgin Games, 61-63 Portobello ne of the comments made BASI eecfed before the lair of the Rowh London Wit SDD ime smile, but others got on fe, 10 Alstone effected before the lait Cf ts nerves. 1 played the adve siainess Software, 10, ANGE Show i revealed, Ones 
An adventure game written in Many times, and was di Road, Stockpo' eet have the 
Asie stn and around olf Pled oid that the vr si toe ing one oF Ut 
cas Objects were alw: same vil option of selene ically deter 

the hero, your ques places The ear Jes shill eves 0 autora play 
recover the staff of Gamroth Having played many other ad geni afi, IDE tHe easy may select 
to return to the safety of the Yen s. | found this one Lo 4 acecraft and sub: te aurselt, which gives plenty 
drawbridge, which is where the lacking chiefly flying carrier Sregic deployment m yoursel whieh BS 

There are more than 120 loca- _¢leme Ated game, which makes @ 
tions and over 100 objects wo L WOuld not therefore recom. world mented. £4: EN ng 
examine, ¢ inlay claims. I'll mend a dedicated adventure pt JW 
have:to take its word for that ame playe JEM. see 10 

the insert, which also tells you MNction 0 playability 80% 
that you can go N,S,E.W, up and Playability oF faphics 100% 
down. After thai, you are on — 8faPhics a ene for money 
your own to discover whai Value for money So 

difficult task 
‘On loading 

played a se 
playability 
raphics 

Kak KK 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

I wrote this program to teach 
myself how to use PLOT and 
DRAW — it draws squares, tri- 
angles and circles of any size, any 
where on the screet 

When you run the program, 
instructions and a menu will be 
shown. After choosing and 
drawing your shape, you cai 
choose another one. 

The screen doesn’t clear 
between shapes, but it will clear if 
you add 101 CLS to the listing. 
You may also find it useful to use 
a pixel pad to help you design the 
shapes. 

By adding colour, a tune and 
questions about the shapes you 
could expand the basic idea into a 
useful educational program for 
children 

While reading chapter 17 of the 
al, | noticed that a 

necessary instruction 
mn left out, which could be 

confusing for newcomers to com: 
puting, 

The manual doesn’t tell you 
that wherever the draw command. 
finishes is now the 0,0 position of 
the pixel graph. So PLOT 50,50: 
DRAW 50,0:DRAW 0,50 
DRAW ~50,0:DRAW 0,- 50 

Get your 
Spectrum 
into shape 

Learning to use the PLOT and 
DRAW commands? Joan 

Rollason wrote this short 
program to help you 

will draw a square, 

INPUT’ “Ente 
REM square 

UT “Ente 
850 REM cicle 
90@ CIRCLE au, 
95@>PAUSE 100: 

20 REM J-Rollason June 1989 
eae REM squ es,triangles,circt 

$@ FOR uv=@ TO 175 ‘um 
40 FOR a=@ TO 255 mand spectr are, 
5@ FOR x=@ TO 255 problems with existing softs 
6@ LET Yaa _ <eries 3 Spectrums cause Problems am is writter 

enzo PEENt AT,© 6 apEQSCaM, | | WRteSiossy solution — provides at the prog 

ngles and circles ize and 3 BASIC. he following line 
DY Position on th en.The pi For example, the 1 0 : 1 with 
Rel position aske f3"the bo For CXS $7342:GOTO.10 4 2 machines and 19 

Ete tts Ghecestesreeee*a2 1 | |ianmee eee er cl eded, a pre 
WO Pixel co-ordin type one _t Series 3 MACHINES. an yN command is meade ple: 
hen enter then ty he other.If ‘On each occasio the bits set by th 

FoeakSe and you do hot eish your OUT command 9 I RINT IN 57342 nge a wis uv 5 25: 4 ree He 
ghapes to disapear /enter sb°To Cie nioaie 

Stat will give > vy is quite simple 
8@ PRINT _AT 16,6; "Press s for So the solution is die an 1s 

Sau es" PRINT AT’ 18 422; "“t for with an OUT seman 

Triangt : PRINT AT 28,42;"c fo Work on any Spectr 
90° Pal 1@@@: cLS W. Smith 

100 LET =i: LET tea: LET cad 
201 INP! “Uhich would you like he 
870 IF w=i THEN GO TO 358 

IF w=2 THEN GO TO See 
IF _w=3 THEN GO TO 758 
IN! “Enter pixel position 

fr lenght of side 

Itisn 
'@ PLOT a,u: *,¥: DRA , a 

x BRAG ox gs DRAG ys “x “ were Program, only to find that hye ye ed in and CSA Vig 
isa"Bausk’ lee: Go #4 jae O error because it has not Sao? Ost On CLOAD with, 
S@@ INPUT “enter pixel Position ¢ this ot SAVEd. with 

So iNpUT? “Enter Lenght of side will then search on BPE SKIPF “PROCS VE“PROG”, re- 
Where ir watch through the enter. The mic Legit will either print OK oF Le Lo the end of “PROG” 

e while you are expert ; a Fapesition of ce YOUr program remaing ing With different recording wos that ft fadius”",x ¢ computer's memory intact. ted 

x A. Lee-Bentley 
GO TO 180 
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How it works 
20-60 sets up variables 
70-80 instructions and menu 
90-230 menu direction 
350-490 input and draw instruc: 

tions for square 
00-700 input and draw instruc: 

tions for triangle 
750-950 input and draw instruc 

tions for circle 

Main variables 

the pixel 
len sides and positions, 

radius measurements. 



DON'T Just 
TAKE OUR 

WORD FORIT! “= OUTBACK £5.50 
SUMLOCK MICROWARE ai £0" 207 VIC 20 (Joystick) 

Trouble is about to drop in on the occupants of ‘Hoppy Valley’ 
in the form of rather cunning swagmen. ‘Ma Hoppy’ has a very 
sophistocated defence set-up and , with your help, could win 
the day. Which is it to be~ a tranquil Hoppy Valley or a 
swagmen takeover? How long will you survive? It gets tough 
and hot in the OUTBACK. 
Pure Machine Code action. A game which pulls out all the stops 
‘on the VIC 20 to give you a deceptively aggressive and addictive 
challenge. It’s a laugh too! 
*5 skill levels. *6 Bonus Score symbols. *2 Bonus Life levels 
*Running score on screen. *Hi Score display. *Superb Sound 
with 3 different tunes. *Extensive use of colour and graphics 

COUNTDOWN £5.50 
For VIC 20. 8K or 16K expansion — Joystick or Keyboard. 

Your next assignment is to 
assist the government of @ 
friendly power in averting 
a holocaust. TIME is imp: 
ortant. ACCURACY is 
essential. COURAGE man: 
datory. But, above all, 
NERVE is the prime 
attribute needed for your 
mission as an agent in the 
crack S.M.U. 
“Multi Skill/Time levels. 
*On Screen score display. 
“Bonus for each screen. 
“Mission Accomplished’ 
Bonus. 

“Bonus Life feature. 

SP.9GUNFIGHT Ove! SP. 10 SPACE RESCUE 

THE 
COMMODORE 64 

Graphics. 
“Keyboard or Joystick option. 

sP.v2 PUZZLE pack {W03 TRIAD Hc 
5 3 To: PARAMOUNT SOFTWARE, 67 BISHOPTON LANE, 
LW04 GRIOTRAP Hires oraphic STOCKTON, CLEVELAND, T518 1PU. (ENGLAND) 

Please supply ‘Outback’ at £5.50 each 

SEND FOR YOUR Guin 
MICROWARE NOW! OR FOR A FREE 
(=: BROCHURE AND YOUR NEAREST 

@061 834 4233 DEALER INFORMATION 

thei 86.95 

Post Code. 

J enclose cash/cheque/P.0. for £... 
MICROWARE (Overseas orders add £1.50 for 

198 Deansgate, Manchester, M3 3NE. Dept. 
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How it works 
85.95 variables set-up 
100 clears screen 
105 sets sereen colour to black 
110-120 sets text to white 
125-150 define colours 
135-185 define characte 
186 do you want instructions? 
190-208 displays screen border 
210-265 displays orchard 
270-320 displays random posit- 

ions of apples 
325-370 displays random posit- 

ion of key 
375 displays man 
380-525 main game loop 4380-520 count down farmer's 

movement along rows 
385-390 & S10 control farmer's 

‘movement along columns 
395 checks keyboard. 
4400 clears old player from screen 
4405-440 check for movement 
4445-470 check new screen posit- 

ions 
475 displays new player 
480 adds one to time limit 
485 tests to see if time lis 

exceeded 
490-495 check new farmer posit- 

jon 
500-505 move farmer 
515 displays basket 
530-540 you fell over a basket 
548-585 Jou touched the electric 
fence '560-570 you picked up an apple 
575-608 you picked up ihe e 
610-615 you have run out of time 
620-650 the farmer has caught 

you 
655-690 you escaped 
705-725 losing tune 
745-755 displays message 
760 print score 
770 end 
805-895 display instructions 
9154928 type in time limit 

An apple a day might keep the 
doctor away, but what about the 
farmer that owns the orchard? 

As you run around the orchard 
picking up apples, he’s on your 
trail, picking up the fruit you've 
missed and dropping baskets to 
block your escape. 

Ihe catches up with you, he'll 
prosecute you for trespassing on 
his land. 

Main variables 
X column of figure 
¥ row of figure 
SC score 
‘T/U positions of apples 
GB number of apples 
B/P position of key 
R/C movement dire 

farmer 
M positions for baskets 
LIMIT time limit 
K position for gate 
CS screen messages 

jons for 

You move by using the four 
arrow keys with the alpha lock 
button down. Mind you don’t 
trip over a basket, or touch the 
edge of the orchard — it’s pro- 
tected by an electric fence. 
When you've collected the 

apples, the only way out of the 
orchard is to pick up the key 

Pip the 
farmer to 
the post 

Try to escape with the fruit 
before that farmer catches up 

with you. Stuart Lenker 
explains how to play his ee. 
picking game for the standard 

TI-99/4A 

setae 
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Hints on conversion 
If you are going to try to convert 
this program to another machine, 
remember that the Texas has a 24 
by 32 screen and it uses user- 
defined characters. A good 
amount of space can be saved by 
using multiple line statements, 
Here are the more unusual 
‘commands: 
CALL CHAR (ASCII code num: 

ber, hexadecimal string). De- 
fines characters used in the 
program. The hexadecimal 
string describes the pattern to 
be given to the character with 
ASCII code stated 

CALL HCHAR (row number, 
column number, ASCII code, 
number of repetitions). Places 
character on screen at row and 
column specified, and repeats 

ontally the number of 
stated, If this fourth 

is omitted then the char- 
er is displayed only once. 

The character used is the one 
whose ASCII code appears in 
the command 

CALL VCHAR (row number, 
ASCII code, number of 
fepetitions). Works the same 
way as CALL HCHAR only 
repeats vertically instead of 

ly 
AR (row number, 

column umber, numeric 
variable), Equivalent of 
PEEK, assigns ASCII code of 
character at row and column 
Stated to numerical variable 

CALL CLEAR clears the screen. 
Equivalent to CLS. 

CALL SCREEN (colour code) 
‘Specifies screen colour, using 
colour code 

CALL COLOUR (character set 
number, foreground colour 
code, background colour 
code), Specifies foreground 
and background colours for 
al characters in set stated 

CALL SOUND (duration, fre: 
‘quency, volume), Produces 
sound with duration, fre- 
quency, and volume specified. 
Duration is in, milliseconds, 
frequency in Hertz and vol- 
ume in scale from 0 (loudest) 
to 30 (quietest) 

ICALL KEY (key unit, k.s) 
Equivalent of INKEYS or 
GET, Returns code if key 
pressed in variable K. 

which unlocks the gate at the top. 
Make sure the farmer doesn’t 
pick up the key before you. 

You score 10 points for every 
apple picked up, and $0 points if 
you pick up the key. Your score 
doubles if you escape through the 
gate. 

You set your own difficulty 
level, when line 915 asks for your 
time limit, 

You can also vary the game by 
making the farmer move from 
bottom to (op of the screen. Just 
change line 380 10 FOR R=22 
TO2STEP -5. 

To speed up the game, leave 
out line 446. 



MIO GUL | ee 
THE HOTWARE PEOPLE 

METAMORPHOSIS ANNIHILATOR 
VIC20 - COMMODORE 64 VIC 20 - COMMODORE 64 

You have stumbled into the nest of the ae Defend your Planet against Invading 
Cyglorx and find yourself fighting of Aliens. All machine code makes for 

the Robot Tanks! fast and furious arcade action! 

£7.95 preter, ~ £5.99 

KONGO KON 2 : PYRAMID 
VIC 20 - COMMODORE A, Vie y 0 - COMMODORE 64 

Climb ladders, avoid the b EMP TIO9I4A 
thrown by the Crazy Ape —rescut the.) !a_# 5% * ‘ gh adventure game as you 

Damsel. ¢ e k the Pyramid. However 
£6.95 : - ders have left clues 

ZEUS 
COMMODO! > 

Your Cone of Cold protect you - 2 Te 
4 wx 

a c it og across danger to 
by of hishome. 

become the Wizard fighgngo 
Thunderbolts of the angr; : 

£6.95 

shopping centre during an ea! 
quake. To save yourself you mus: 

Agreat adventure. you are in 

help the others! th elp the others! 
ne) £6.95 

CREATORS REVENGE 
COMMODORE 64 . ‘ 

Penetrate the depths of Robot 
and kill the Creator. Destroy’ &; . OMMODORE 64 

robots-but watch out fornewrobots ireachemt Acventuresin One 
: ture, Bomb Threat. Great 

t Value, Great Fun 
as they hatch! 2 

£7.95 Seisissss ir! - 
s £6.95 SUPER TREK 

VIC 20 - COMMODORE 64 - ORIC 
Commanding the bridge of your 

Starship, you explore the Galaxy. Fend 
off the Klingon attacks with your 

Phasers. 
£6.95 

PLUS 
Four Great Games for the Spectrum 48K 

POTTY PLANTER - ADDER ATTACK - LAS VEGAS LADY - CRASH 
Allat £5.50 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

MOGUL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED - 90 REGENT STREET - LONDON W1R 5PT 
Telephone 01-437 3156/7 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Programs to 
the 

software 
gap 

Is there life in software 
between the ace Invaders 

and the financial planners? 

Third Program, 189 Cheddon 
Road, Taunton, Somerset 

If you list this program, you'll 
find a plea not to copy it as the 
author is trying to earn a living 
from it, I'm afraid that on the 
basis of this piece of his work he’s 
likely to starve to death. 

Iv’s a long program, not be- 

Virgin Games, 61/63 Portobello 
Road, London WII 3DD 
Well, at least this is an original 
program! 

It is totally unlike any 
that have come across — not a 
game, but based on the 
4,000-Year-old Chinese oracle 
known as | Ching 

The sleeve notes say 
philosophy. reflects Taoist 
Confucist ideas’, While 1 
unable to confirm or deny this 
claim, 1 find it hard 10 believe tha 
few predetermined statements, 
randomly selected by pressing the 
space bar will really shed light on 
“the unconscious and inner self” 

This is one of the first Dragon 
offerings from Virgi 
with an extending cassette inlay, a 

ther 

Dieta 
ask ae) 

L. C. Dunbar, 14 Ribble Close, 
Culeheth, Warrington 

What with suspicion growing that 
home computers are only used by 
small boys for playing Space In 
vaders, Dieta is a particularly 
timely arrival on the scene. 

The program is menu (sic) 

cause it's complex, merely 
because it contains lots of text in 
print statements. 

All itdoesis ask for your name, 
birthday and sex, then print the 
appropriate star sign text. Thus 
there are only 24 different out- 
puts, any of which you could find 
in the cheapest books on horo- 
scopes, 

The only features can think of 
worth mentioning are that it does 
validate the date you give — try 
June 32 and you get the response 

novel feature of which is a profile 
complete with photo of pro- 
grammer James Breffini, 

I didn’t manage to load from 
side 1, but side 2 loaded every 
time. A neat auto-running intro. 
displays the Virgin logo followed 
by the title page 

The program is written in 
BASIC and uses most of the 
Dragon’s free memory to store 
the large amount of text required. 

‘On balance, 1 would think 
Chairman Mao's little red book is 
probably more interesting and 
better value for money than this. 

EC. 

Instructions 60% 
easeof use 70% 
display 50% 
value for money 40% 

driven, and quite straightforward 
to use. 

Details of each ingredient of 
your chosen recipe are fed in one 
by one. When you've done that, 
the program works out the calorie 
content of the dish, and the fibre 
content too if you like. 

However, to use the program. 
you will need standard calorie and 
fibre content charts and, of 
course, your recipe book. 

The program also works out 
the calorie and fibre content per 
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CRL, 140 Whitechapel Road, 
London E1 

This is an attempt to provide a 
serious horoscope calculation 
facility 

The program arrived with an 
attractive cassette insert con- 
taining meagre instructions, 

However, after loading — a 
lengthy process — the program 
prompts in a very user-friendly 
way for the name, birthdate, time 
of birth and global position 
longitude and latitude, 

There is a wait of approxim- 
ately two minutes, then a natal 
chart of, what is to me, meaning- 
less squiggles appear. 

This is followed by some in- 
formation and an outline of your 

“wit 
It does also have the option of a 

printed output; mind you, the 
Ww 

character. 
In generat, this BASIC 

program is well presented, 
although one or two unprofes- 
sional techniques are used, and 
‘was written following astrologic- 
ally accurate methods by Chris 
Somerville, a member of the 
Astrological Association. 

In itself the program worked 
well — it gaveme aglowing report 
—although asis said in thetext, it 
is a limited forecast due to 
memory restrictions. 
My wonder is, who will buy it? 
Once run, its function is com- 

pleted, and’ the only other use 
coulld be parties or fund-raising as 
Suggested. But it strikes me as a 
bit too serious for these applica 
tions. RE. 

instructions 67% 
ease of use 38% 
display 74 
value for money 49% 

puter sceptic points and says: 
hy on earth do you need a 

rogram hangs if you selec, ¢  “ONPUST EC ae OE 
‘when there’s no printer. ee a 

Idon’t often finda programto playability be 
which I'm prepared to give ither — Gisplay ae 
a five star or a one star rating. Value or money ie 
However in this case I've no 
hesitation 
Itisaprimeexample of the type 

of program to which the com: 

Alley, 1, Cowleaze, 
B.S. MGatord OX94TD Chinnor, Oxtor 

s program isto give 
The aim of this and 

draw jg the pools. As fara 

entry metho 
working. | 

2, Vnad the proesam 
‘used David Nowot 

Scie proetam 
Sr CAE, for <9 

publi random seteton 
Baral The week | used To 

draws — all three a3 

ar 
een displays» fave liked (8 

pik's fore: 

ams 
ave the tne, creating tHE 
match lst ce, | would sick ba tis rie, ik 
soot at day metodo re a ite 

te yam was supplied wit ey 19 

TeProepookte and IO se sare 
a Ogre Poca mete. ee! i 

on me three HOUTS 
and then i lousty the program and then 

a ne think a misplace 
crashed ine 4140 was 19 Bla 
rjeast on my COPY 
one error At last, usini 

ously. Itt 

person served, and allows youto dur 
experiment with different in. A 
gredients — for instance, 10 
reduce the calories or increasethe find 
fibre content 

Results are displayed in neat, 
easy-to-read analyses with no 
graphic gimmicks. 

‘Other features are tips on 
alternative, less fattening in- 
gredients, and an option to print 
out hard copy of your recipe 
details — useful for sticking in 
your cookbook or for reference 

displ 

J 

But if theres 

as at home. 

instructions 
ease of use 

kak Kk Kk 

{value for money 

ix x) 
1g an alternative 

ing food preparation. 
useful addition to the 

Spectrum library, which could 
jons at school as well 

DJ. 
appli 



LOOK NEW LOW PRICE: 
Munchman £19.95 Speech Editor £16.80 

‘tended Basic Editor/Assembler 58.00 
Chess Dragon Mix 10.95 
Adventure/Pirate Alien Addition 10.95 

ll Adventures. Mini Memory 39.95 
Speech Synthesiser Music Maker 14.9: 
Tunnels of Doom Invaders 14.95 

‘minal Emulator 5 Parsec 19.95 
Touch Typing Tutor Alpiner 10.95 
Soccer 32K RAM Card (Texas) 95 

cluding back issues 
AANTERN CASSETTE SOFTWARE 

Battlestar Attack £6.95 Blasteroids £5.95 
Operation Moon Character Generator 9.95 
Scrolmaster Ascot Stakes 5.95 
Pearl Diver Hunch Back 5.95 
Daddies Hot Rod Troll King 6.30 

Large range of Books now available for TI-99/4A 

COLECO AND ATARI OWNERS 
Check our Prices f 

artridge requi 
All prices include VAT and post full ist. Send 

ims, reviews, competitions, 
s, advisory service £6.00 p.a. 

Street, Maidstone Kent 
(0622) 682575 & 679265 

Nearly 700 Programmes 
_ IN STOCK 

Ring for our Price List 

LWYD PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS 

Unit 19, Daniel Owen Precinct, Mold, CH7 1AP. 
I Telephone: Mold 56842 

400 inc BASIC £115 

, 800 £290 
ATARI 48K Lynx £215 

COMMODORE 64 £225 
ORIC 1 48K £139.99p 

Phone Orders Welcome on 0352-56842 

Postage & Packaging FREE 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE Please ring for details: 
Tenclose cheque/P.O. for £ 
‘or please debit my Access Card No. 

NAME ___ 

A. S. N. COMPUTER 
SERVICES LIMITED 

ANNOUNCE 

Top USA Software at Discount Prices 
At least 20% Discount from Top Selling US 

Software 

Just Look at These: 

RRP A.S.N. 
Zakkon Datasoft Atari 33.00 25.00 
Jumpman — Epyx — Atari CB64 33.00 25.00 
Miner 2049ER — Big Five — Atari 41,70 30.00 
Temple of Apshai — Epyx — Atar 
B64, IBM 33.00 25.00 

Zork 110 I — Infocom — Atari 
CB64, IBM. 33.00 25.00 (each) 

All Prices include VAT and Post & Packing is Free (UK 
mainland only). This is just a selection. We h 
500 Games/Utilities/Educational and Business pro- 
grammes to choose from. To obtain up to the minute in- 
fo on any programme, telephone our Hot Line — 07842 

(Export Orders Welcome) 

Send all orders with cheque P/O etc to: 

A.S.N. COMPUTER SERVICES LTD, 
Dept. H.C.W., 89 Station Crescent, 

Ashford, Middx. 

SWverhridt 
SILVERLIND LTD. 156 Newton Road, Burton-on-Trent 

Staffs. DE15 OTR. Tel (0283) 63987 

48K Spectrum £11.95 MASTER DIET PLANNER 
The ultimate in diet programs, the MASTER DIET PLAN. 
NER contains details of calories, protein, vitamins and other 
nutrients for 681 foods! The MASTER DIET PLANNER will 
help you plana well-balanced diet, including options to 
restrict fats, cholesterol and salt, or to increase fibre intake 
at the same time offering maximum choice of foods, Instruc: 
tions and Recipe Book included, 

ENJOY MATHS 48K Spectrum £8.00 A suite of 4 highly motivating programs for the 8 - 14 age range: tables, simple equations, polygons and areas, The Programs combine explanation with ‘tests and make good 
Use of colour and sound, 
TOWNTEST BBC/B £6.50 
A very useful aid for teaching Geography in primary schools, this program tests pupils’ knowledge of the locations of 
major towns and cities in England, Scotland and Wales, Well 
Presented, with a high-resolution map 
BIOLOGY BBC/B £12.50 
A suite of programs using text, animated diagrams, examples, 
and questions to assist in the understanding of Biology to 
CSE, "O° and ‘A’ Level standards. Most suited to individual 
Use by students, these programs aiso contain material teach: 
ers can extract for classroom demonstration. Topics covered 
include the Eye, Ear, Heart, Blood and Circulation, Skeleton, Female reproduction, Genetics, Biochemistry and the Central 
Nervous System: 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING & VAT 
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ARE YOU GETTING 
ENOUGH 

FROM YOUR DRAGON 

NOW AVAILABL 

THE NEWLINE OATAFILE 

EFOR HE DRAGON. 

Features: 

VARIABLE NUMBER OF FIE 
GTH @ DIFFERENTIAL MU 

S AND FIELD 
TI COLUMN 

@ INTEGRATED ALPHA/NUMERIC SORT 

@ MULTIPLE FIELD SEARCHING 
ARCHING & TOTALLING 

@ FULL EDIT FACILITIES 

This flexible all-purpose program allows even beginners 
to create systems to suit their own applications 

FOR ONLY £24.95 (TAPE VERSION) 
Available on cassette & disc. Also available for other computers. 

S.AE. for ful spec, & details of other products availabe or complete below. 

Please send me DATAFILE PHONE (0803) 22699 ACCESS j pee EE ONE OR (0626) 63432 BARCLAY 
CASSETTE 2408in. VAT Send to 

SC tmotin vat CRYSTAL COMPUTORS & ] DRAGON Ise emsne var CRYSTAL COMPUTOR 
DELTA DISC £99.95ine. VAT 209 UNION ST., TORQUAY, yee DEVON TON BY 

| Muss 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING 

Compatible cassette recorder 
Single cassette interface lead 

Dual cassette interface lead 
Recorder + single lead 
Recorder + dual lead 
32K Stand alone Ram 

Extended Basic £51.50 
Parsec £23.50 
Invades £17.00 

Software Cartridge — 
Minimemory £51.50 
Chess £29.50 

Blast It, 
U.F.O. 

Software Tape — Core! 
Spudz, Code Break/3D Mazi 

all @ £4.95 each. 

All prices inclusive, send 50p (refundable on 
Ist order) for full list, Cheques or PO’s to: 

US AT THE YOUR COMPUTER XMAS FAIR 
DEC 15th — 18th 
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SS 

THE 

MEGA 
RUN 

....is coming 

T199/4A SOFTWARE 
PILOT £5.95 Ae new flight simulation game for the unexpanded T199/4A 

of landing strip and terrain map, plus updated 
anel. Options for take-off, landing or in flight. Full 

ons included. Graphics in sound 
TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK £5.95 
35 programs for the unexpanded T199/4A, including 3-D Maze 

or telephone with Access, 
add S0p p&p to orders under £7, 

APEX SOFTWARE a 

Orders 

Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road, 
St. Leonards-on-Sea, TN38 8EA 

Tel: Hastings (0424) 53283 

ARENA Ill (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 
Space war. Defend your ship from attacking aliens. Battle your way 
to Arga. To land, you must blast out a landing strip. Descend from 
ship through treacherous meteor storms. Laser cannon, neutron 
bombs, space walks. This game has the lot. 
PINBALL+CUBITS (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 
Two games on one tape. A realistic pinball machine. All the excite 
ments of the real thing. Cubits: A test of skill and memory for those 
who like a challenge. 
TORMENT (BASIC FLASH EXT. BASIC) £4.95 
A maze with a difference. Hidden fences and openings. Can you 
find them? Charm the deadly sculls of predecessors, or be eaten 
alive. Fast reflexes needed for each of the 100 moves allowed. 

Send cheque or P.O. to Lizard Games, Orders 
14 Bridgwood, Brookside, TELFORD, Shropshire TF3 1LX. 

KARMA 
SOFTWARE 
PRESENTS.... 

PONTOON — YHATZI 
FOR VIC 260) PLUs MIN OF 3K EXP 

INCLUDING VAT& P&P ONLY £4-50 
GAMES TAPE WITH EACH ORDER 

FREE UNTIL CHRISTMAS 
CHEQUES & PO'S TO 

TM COMPONENTS, 119a HIGH STREET, 
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS1 1LH 



Don’t head for the stars! 
An anexpanded VIC iso | need to play my Voyager game. 
The aim is to pilot your rocket 
through space, avoiding the stars, 
then dock with the mothership to 
regain lost fuel. 

As the game starts, you will 
find yourself in the middle of the 
sereen, which scrolls upwards, 
Detailed instructions and con- 
trols are given in the program. 
Happy voyaging! 

Hints on conversion 
Converting this program should 
be fairly easy. The main job is to 
change the POKEs to suit your 

In line POKE 218, 158 
scrolls the screen down instead of 
up by tricking the computer into 
thinking the next line is not a con- 
tinuation of the first. 
POKE 36878 is _a_ volume 

control and POKEs 36874, 36875 
and 36876 are all sound and tone 
controls, The POKEs "‘number”, 

letter’ are all involved in 
POKEing characters to the 
screen, 

‘On some computers, such as 
the TRS80 or Video Genie, the 
GET AS:IF AS" "THEN... ‘will 
have to be changed to A = INKEY s 

The special symbols in the print 
statements are colour and cursor 
controls, 

Make space 
Ever written a program for the Oric and found you could do with 
more text space? 
Here are two tips. First you can use the top line reserved for SA- 

VEing/LOADing/ 
CAPS messages. 

To do this you have to POKE into this area of screen RAM, 
from 48000-48039 decimal. The subroutine below enables you to 
puta title on this line, 
1000 REM * Prints a title on the top 
1010 REM * line in TEXT/LORES modes 
1020 REM * needs TIS (your title) - 
1030 REM * max. 40 letiers 
1040 AD = 48000 
1070 FOR X=1 TO LEN (TIS) 
1080 T1% = ASC(MIDS (TIS,X,1)) 
1090 POKE AD,T1%:AD=AD + 1:NEXT:RETURN 

If you want a coloured title add: 
1050IF B_ 8 THEN POKE AD,B+16:AD=AD+1 
1060 IF F_ 8 THEN POKE AD,F:AD=AD+1 

Define F and B as the fore-and background colours (0-7). Use 
F,B=8 if you want a 40-leiter title. For tidiness, use this line to 
delete the title before using CSAVE, CLOAD or CTRL T: 
FOR X = 48000 TO 48039:POKEX,32:NEXT 

‘Secondly, use the two columns normally protected for the 
PAPER and INK attributes. 

To do this type of CTRL or? CHRS(29) (in programs) or to 
avoid toggling problems (see HCWI8) use POKE 
618,43. 
The text will be in white or black and you cannot use PAPER or 

INK. 
If you do, the first two columns of text will be deleted! These 

two methods increase your text area from 38 x 27 to 40 x 28. 
‘Andrew Mewnham 

You're on an obstacle course in ||' 
space with Kulvinder Bhupal's 
game for as nea 

Main variables 
SC score 

§ star loc 

et location 
scorer’s name 

How it works 
100-400 sets up screen and in- 

structions 
550-800 main loop 
550 makes screen scroll upwards 
360 POKES your rocket to the 

screen 
600-60" POKES stars, Mother 

shaps at random positions 
615 checks which key is being 

)-680 checks if rocket has 
crashed. Checks if run out of 
fuel. Checks if you docked 
with mothership 

900 crash routine and hi-score 

) SETHE AF 29 POCEDGBT9,25POXEDGE79, 0 FORD®1 TOS 
TRS YOU RA OUT OF FUEL |) c0TD1005 

Soe Poxescere. 0 Poceaee77.0 Fy ea ameerie 
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TI-99/4A SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Battle Tanks 
TI-99/4A £6 

Stainless Software, 10 Alstone 
Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 
SAH 

This is a two-player game for 
those with a bellicose nature. 

‘You each have three tanks and 
the aim is to destroy your 
‘opponent's hardware. 
Dividing you and your opposite 

number is a series of walls which 
‘you can batter down with your 
Shells = up to three walls before 
your salvoes fall short and you 
are forced to advance, 

Control of your respective 
tanks is through either the split- 
Keyboard or the joysticks, cach 
being scanned alternately. So it 
would seem that the player who. 
can keep his/her finger “on the 
button’ continuously might 
eventually be the victor. 

Tank Battie 
TI-99/4A 
Extended 
BASIC plus 

Joystick) £5.95 
‘Temptation Software, 27 Cinque 
Ports Street, Rye, Sussex 

TI-99/4A £7 
Stainless Software, 10 Alstone 
Road Stockport, Cheshire $k4 

Leaving the safety of the mother- 
ship, you must guide your lunar 
pod through the asteroid belt toa 
lunar base standing above a 
marsh. After landing, your pod 
must immediately return to its 
mothership. 
‘Onllft-off the base disappears, 

teaving only marsh. Manoeuvres 
continue for as long as you have 

Infortunately there is one bug. 
in what would otherwise be a 
crashproof program — an_IN- 

error. 
Torpedo Fire sends you down 
through oceanic depths to a sub- 
marine. 
torpedo war and cargo ships as 
they pass across the surface. 

worth different points, and in 
each game 2S ships. At the end of 
trun your score and accuracy are 
displayed. 
controlled by the cursor keys. 

and sound. Neither is disadvant- 
‘aged by the inevitable slowness of 

pods, scoring with each successful TI BASIC. We 
move. 

When all landing bases have _ instructions 90% 
disappeared anew, more difficult playability 70% 
set up is given and the game grap! 80% 
progresses. value for money 30% 

xk kk ok 

The choice is not made clear in 
the embedded instructions, but is 
provided in the cassette inlay. 

The program does remind you 
to make sure that the troublesome 
alphalock key is depressed before 
you commence battle. 

The graphics are not dazzling and the instructions are printed 
slowly, but luckily you don’t have 
to endure them each time round, 
unlike on some programs. 

While it might appeal 10 
children itis too boring foradults, 
and really needs something 10 
spice it up in order to make it 
worth its price tag. PB. 

instructions 50% 
playability 50% 
graphics 50% 
value for money 40% 

‘With five skill levels, described as 
being from “strategy to despera- 
tion", you may well imagine that 
with Tank Battle you're in for a 
tough time. 

Enemy tanks appear in random 
formation from the right and top. 
of the screen. Using your tank at 

CORRECT STATEMENT IN 
4340 turned out to be a typing 

lere you take charge of a 
five-position gun with which to 

‘There are five classes of vessel, 

Left and right movements are 

Both games have good graphics 

reach their objective, your H.Q. 
‘You have only three lives with, 

which to do so. Your movements 
are restricted 10 east or west, and 
range of fire is limited to the 
‘upper half of the screen, so some 
fast reactions and judgement are 
‘required to Keep ut he enemy, 

‘or each enemy tank hit, points 
are awarded, the aim being to 
attain a high score. 

There are also facilities 10 
interrupt play, or changeover joy- 
sticks without having to CLEAR 

pS_ Software, 
Softwares 
Stockport, 

Using the last 10 
ne (mothership. YoU 

theif cate the defences 
Kyolians to gal 
pods as you ca ipods are placed 
se ‘at the bottom 
‘screen. Each 

alien defences the crossing 

Galactic 
Gunfight 
TI-99/4A 

(Extended 
BASIC) £10 

By Intersoft, from Stainless Soft- 
‘ware, 10 Aistone Road, Stock- 
port, Cheshire Sk4 SAH 

Yes, it's time to take on those 
aliens again. this time ina 

Galactic Gunfight. 
‘Before the game starts, you are 

given the option of using joystick 
Or keyboard. If the keyboard is 
selected, you can then decide 
‘which ofthe three keys You want 
to use for moving the starfighter 
up and down, and to fire. 

Next comes the level of 
fficulty, which is set from the 

laser firing time and can be from 
fone to 100 seconds. Twenty is 
regarded as ‘*Super Pro”. 

‘Play then starts, as you attempt 
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to blast the aliens which appear in 
‘squadrons of five. e 

‘Since you only have a limited 
time in which to dispose of your 
attackers, some strategic play is 
called for. 
Any time remaining when you 
have destroyed a squadron will be 
required when the next arrives, 
particularly as this moves twice as 
fast. 

Thereisalimit tothe number of 
times your laser can be fired in 
succession, More than two rapid 

Stainless 
Kivtone Road. 

robbed 

tries an Tuna 

iherasmany power 

‘on three 
‘ofthe 

released is fps euided pas! from the mothership tee To and 

and re-RUN, 
Such features show 

Take on your 
Texas 

Your TI-99/4A takes ona 
variety of hostile forms in 

these action games, rated for 
you by our review panel 

that as 
much consideration has been 
given to the overall presentation 
of the program 
itself. 

instructions 

graphics 
value for money 

kKwKaK Kk k 

‘on the pylons 
ship: 

Control of the 
Soystick or keyboar 

e, To cout 

re di 

bursts will result in overheating 
for which a cooling peri 

then returned to the 

ods have beer 
‘becomes prO- 
difficult as 

cn ts ton 
roe wn

akee 

sc sa Sa 

wuired, which wastes time. 
Fe Guite a good game, made that 
much better by having such 
range of difficulty levels. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics value for money 

100% 
60%, 
60% 
60% 



NOW AVAILABLE FROM W.H. SMITH 

SUPER SPY 2" Dragon 32 
Locate the secret island hideaway of the mysterious 

meglomaniac Dr. Death. Follow his trail across 
continents, through complex puzzles, coded 

messages and 3-D mazes. Discover the entrance to his 
underground lair — but beware — even with your 
death-defying gadgets his evil henchmen may still 

win the day! 

LD 

$ Y) Saving the world may 
take some time—so we've 

included a ‘save’ routine for 
Gracie Caracuine part-time secret agents! 

06286 63531 

HARD SHEPHERD SOFTWARE 
UGH, BERK: TEL. (06286) 63531 



> 
ASP SOFTWARE 

A STEP BEYOND THE ARCADE... 

Demon Knight - The Valley - Strategy 1—Invasion - Strategy 2— Bismark 

White Barrows - Detective - Cells & Serpents - Stockmarket 

Conquering Everest - Cloneit/Renumber - Gallery of Death - Planetfall 



Peek A 
ONE CHILD'S VIEW 

It’s not all 
funand 

games for 

ASP SOFTWARE 
145 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H OEE 

Tel: 01-437 1002 

Now available from: 

Tellortflectronics Channel 8Softwaretta 
51 Fishergate. +4 

te junior micro 
John WBagnalltra Windsor Computer Centre TeSamerst Ynomes Avene 

Bene Megatid Wanley St Rush HiFi& Video 
StH 8,6Cornt Idecided to write to you with my opinion after hearing more 

Essen and more about how computers are taking over, and how 
aimee aman Cheated more and more parents are, to my surprise, starting to react 
Siverdate TeWoognde Rd against their children using them. 
Stats Pre The use of home computers by schoolchildren is often 
aes ae looked upon with disapproval by adults, The reason for this 
3 30E ast Walk seems 10 be fairly obvious — most adults think of us being 
ame Banison glued to our television sets, zapping up evil aliens or eating 

power pills to our heart’s content. 
DAComputws tts Estuary Software Products Tam speaking for many others of my age group when 1 
UpcestarLe2o02 Southend on Sea say that this comment is not only unfair but also untrue. 
ees Ess A great number of children do possess computers — in 
Sarcewsee ae SoftwareCentee fact, it is probably true to say that the majority of computer 

2B Wigmore St¥1 ‘sales over the past few years have been made to us 
youngsters. 

However, although a few do use their machines solely 
‘for the purpose of playing games, a great many others ap- 

TRI 30H 
Dimension 

Stmacomtta 27/29HighSt 
HighSt ester 

Suey Vicon wen preciate the need for acomputer not so much forthe present, 
WinamSmih Booksellers Condon Set but for the age 10 come — the computer age. 
Ww Book None of us can get away from the fact that when us kids 
Reading RG 3Churen Lan leave school, and start work, our jobs will be dominated by 
TheCerShop. ou computers. The computer will be able to take over jobs that 

previously took hundreds of workers to do. 
Those of us who can already operate, or are at least 

familiar with these machines will have a definite head start 
on the rest —ahead start that could prove to beinvaluableto 
us. Lam sure that no-one can deny that fact. 

So although, yes, we all enjoy a good computer game 
on our micros from time to time, most children (and some 

Cameron & Computer Shop 

font CT} 2AS mat 
Mancheste JCV Organisation Lid 

Units 78 oe 

ane parents) do realise that learning to program and operate 
computers in our spare time now can save us a lot of time, 

een pupae and gain us a better start in our future career — something 
Ashbourne that surely no-one wants to deprive us of. 
pin nah So please, next time you see youngsters buying a micro, 

don't discourage them. Stop and think that in allprobability 30 wtersLta 330 termouth Rise Sout d 
Surpton they will havea better chance than most in the computer age 
Sone Trend & HiFi Video that is 10 come — or is it here already? 
Vision St st 
eroyaon RO 10D onone17 320 Paul C. Smith 

Pevenea a Schoolchild computer user, aged 15 
Gwateysueet ENUAudho Visual Cheam, ford Court emnbatneron 
Gasctt Nottingham NG7 3NR ‘Surrey 
Witetels Nyon Cannock Computer Systemsttd TBOuPenkrageRe 
peer Starts wsimz © ‘This space is for you to sound off aboul the micro scene, to present 
CC nag deh plpcasfiebehaerabalhacena bi ane ot 
Lancs GFoster Liptrot, Opinion, Home Computing Weekly, 145 Charing Cross Road, 

c HiFI& Video Please include your occupation and your interest in 4.MatComputing Sales 8 Sermce G7tnurgete $9 famworhSt 
Preston Tennels 
tree Stats 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
The object of this text-only game 
is to drive your starcar along 

lactic highways, travelling trom 
service area 10 service area in 
order to collect clue letters. 

The letters make up an 
ram of a code word chosen 
ndom from a list in the pro: 

To win, you have to solve 
anagram. 

How it works 
1,2 instructions, set variables 
310 selects codeword 
20-48 checks route for service 
49-108 reads route, gives warning 

of hazards, contains treasure 
chest, pira 
routines 

200-210 turning left 
250-260 turning right 
300-320 time warp routine 
{400-550 route compiler 
1050-1060 magnetic storm 

routine 
1152-1160 gamma radiation rout 

ine 
1200-1220 breakdown routine 
1500-1600 meteor storm routine 
1700-1760 black hole routine 
1800-1860 interchange routine 
3000-3070 makes anagram of 

code word, gives one letter at a 
time 

4000-4990 services 
routines 

5000-5040 status report 
{6000-6040 status checker 
6900-7010 guess the code word 

routine 

nd bonus 

Along your way, you are likely 
to meet many hazards 
storms, black holes, magnetic 
disturbances, even pirates! You'll 
have 10 take evasive action as it 
structed on seres 

Time warps are likely to dump 
youeither backwards or forwards 
a Tew stages 

Your car breaky down a i 
but luckily you can join the RAC 
or WALL 
you can always pull off ata june 
tion, 

Find the key 
to the 

highway 

There's a rough ride ahead of 
you when you set off to find 
the hidden code word. Foster 
Richardson briefs you on the 

details of this unusual game for 
any Spectrum 

2 RANDOMIZE ; PRINT AT 
STARCAR” ; AT 4,23; % 
ORIVE THE GALACTIC HIcHuAY” & Biscover Ease ceyrens ‘nF 
SERVICE AREAS" *" SOLVE THE 

NAGRAN TO FIND bs THE SECREF c 
ODE WORDI!!"* 76 INSTRUCTIONS G 
IVEN Iv be! THE GANE_iPRESS “st 
Por? < STATUS, &°9°TO GUESS Wo 

BOE * 6.24. PRESS ‘ENTER’ TO REG 
In” PAUSE @- Cis 

2 CET memo=@: LET cash=400: Lt 
ET _fitsia@: CET crew=es EY oe 
Sgeen: LET rec=e er ogee 

9 FOR naa TO INT 
READ w$: NEXT mn 

4 OATA “north ssouth”,“east” ,"west” “compass “mariner” . "tor 
gitude” Catitude”,”“gyroscope”,” Sentence 
act ine tesLEN wS$: LET cet: OI 

6 CL: 

38 fe ‘@: PRINT 
“SERVIt 
2s IF t THEN PRINT c 

ou,” “ji: LET ser=ser+i 
27 LET covecousi 
3@ IF cov+si®ia THEN ao To 2s 
SS IF ser=@ THEN PRINT “NO SER 

vices” L 
38 PRINT : PRINT 
48 LET cou=a 
47 IF cou=181 THEN so To 3 
48 IF cou.SS THEN GO TO 6e 
49 LET ne=cou wT OF SQ IF agini="x" OR agind="b" oO 39° Ro ag(md="t" OR Bgini="9" THEN PR 

INT j FLASH 2; "HAZARD WARNING”; 
FLASH 8;"— "in-coueli;” STAGES 8 

HEAD" ’-: PAUSE 48: GOTO 62 
SS LET panel: IF narones THEN 

GO_TO 6@. 
S8 GO To so 

90g? IF INKEYS " THEN BO SUB 4 
62 IF a$(cou) ="x" THEN PRINT ‘ 

HIGH LEVEL Sanna RAO TATION” *” So fe asicey) 5 INO 
M85 TE asicouds*t* THEN PRINT” INT CANO *TGeRse t INTAININE ons 

ROAD JUNCTION TO LeFTisS To TAKE Fi OPRZURE CHEST is g 
“7%: PAUSE 48: GO TO sae TREN STAR _TOKES LeT cee 
oo8* IF INKEY$="9" THEN Go sus 6 Oo TO 298.0 

6S IF agicou) =“ THEN PRINT ~ ¥ 
ROAD JUNCTION RIGHT (8 TO TAKE)” 
w* 2 PAUSE 48: GO To 258 

67 IF agicou)="4d" THEN PRINT F 
LASH 1;"“BREAKOOUN...";: GO TO 22 
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Variables 
fuel, crew self explanatory 
fit %e strength of starcar 
Fac,aa indicate membership of 

‘motoring organisations 
‘wS code word 
a stores route 
‘cas number of casualit 

flu routine 
jum stages jumped in time warp 
intensity of meteor storm 
di distance from black hole 
ta lane number 
pS letters of code word anagram 
br price of fuel crystals 

in space 

At the service areas, you can 
refuel with either hi-octane or lo: 
octane (beware!) fuel. There is 
also a bonus box, which might 
contain extra crew, cash, fuel and 
so on. 

This is not an easy game to win, 
and there are many ways to close 
All the instructions are contained 

avell 
you can press s for a status report 
Or g t0 guess the code word 

Starcar uses a lot of memory, 
so before loading, it’s best to 
clear out UDGs and the like by 
entering 
CLEAR PEEK 23732 + 
PEEK 23733 

256 * 

Hints on conversion 
The program should adapt quite 
easily to other computers, A few 
poinls to note: 
POKE 23692,255 this makes the 
screen scroll on and off without 
stopping with "'scroll?"” 
STRS changes a number 
string 
CHRS is applied to a number, 
and gives the single character str- 
ing whose code is that number. If 
your computer doesn't use the 

toa 

‘ASCII codes you will have to 
amend lines 1530 and 1720. 



See So a ee eee 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

96 IF ag tcou 
SINT (RND#104+1 
ag: PRINT _INUVE! 

@:°Go TS 
490 LET cous 
a@a LeT_F 

Jia 
ee 
RS! 

IBe GO sue Save 
105 POKE 23692, 255. 
200 IF INKEY$="5" 

* rc. 
me 

so 
THEN 

THEN LET cas 
crew=creu 

“SPACE FLU — 
PAUSE 2e 

88 
968 PRINT “ON ROUTE”~*: 

188 
PRUSE 2 

To 47 
CLS: PR 

INT AT 18,3; FLASH 2; "TURNING LE 
BEEP FT": FoR nA 

RND: NEXT on 
218 GO To ise 

To 
co To 3 

as: 

250 IF INKEY$="a" 
INT AT_18,9; FLASH 

: NEXT A: 
260 GO TO 1ae 

Pp 

_ 

FOR n=i To is: (seer 
Go Ta a 

392 CET Jjum=INT. 

285,205 

(28ers 
THEN LET couscou 

YOU HAVE BEEN THROW 
STAGES FORWARD’ **: 

ty Tr cous@® THEN LET cov=cov— PRINT “yOU HAVE BEEN THROWN 
4; 50m; STAGES BACK” ~~ 

320 FOR'n=-20 TO 48 STEP 4: see 
ayn: NEXT n: -2 eo TO ias 

400 LET ag="ssssssssssisessesss 
SSESSESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSESESESSSESES 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSESSS 
S$sssssSsssssssss": CET couse 
405 IF memo=@ THEN PRINT “YOU A 

RE_ APPROACHING STAR _ ROUTE ar TH 
E START OF YOUR JOURNEY BON 
VOYAGE” *~ LET _memo=i 
407 PRINT SLIP ROAD": ”* 
1@ LET covscovu+INnT (RANDaeSei) : 

FF COoU>IMA THEN PRINT “zooR---! 
“YOU ARE ON"; INVERSE 1; “ROUT 
e€ INT TRND #1 88@a) “=: RETURN 
$20 LET ‘Se tsinT (ANDSRAD 
4930 IF set<ii THEN LET tcauls 

"t": GO TO 418 
440 IF se(i23 THEN LET ssicoul= 

“ee; BGO TO 418 
40 IF seties THEN LET agicou > 

: RINT “PAUL... ee Go TO 41 

usee 

seiyas 
To 410 
se.cae 
To 410 
setcai 
Ta 41a 
seli4aa 
To 419 
seliae 
TO 418 

Go To 41a 
CET a 

1080 PRINT 
NSTRUMENT Fazcu 
PROCEED YOU MUST 

OQUING TECHNICAL PROBLEM: 
QSINT (RND#S) = 

D321): LET s=INT 
2056 IF 9=0 THEN LET vara 

THEN se 
INT “splutter.. 

set {92 THEN LeT 
INT “Beemes es 

THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 
THEN 

IF sets48 THEN 
PRINT “REerchunt...- 

a 
IF sel=49 THEN LET agicoul= 

(courssx": GO TO.410 

cer 

Ler 
Ler 
Ler 
Ler 
Ler 
Ler 

TH 
RE AND 

BURNING UP FUEL. IN 

Ler 

Sicoul= 
eo T 

agtcovi= 
GO TO 414 
BSiconl = 

as (coud = 

as(cours 

stcour= 
agtcour= 
BSitvos = 
“7: aa F 

CAUSES = 
YOu ARE 

ER To ORD! 
SOLVE THE FOLL 

PeaaT 1iBsai 
CAQSRNOS2) 

fuet-S: GO TO "rose 

OUR_SHIELO IS_SOUND_AND THERE HA 
VE_BEEN NO CASUALTIES” ~~ 
dae IF daa THEN LET e=IWr (20sR 
ND+1): LET crew=crew INT 
NOAND youR SHTECS TS Leart sine 
HERE HAGE BEEN Se)” GREG MEMBER 
$-_INJURED”** 
1168 PAUSE 28: Go TO 100 

INT “LUCKY YOUR IN THE 
“*: PAUSE 28: GO To 180 

@ IF aa=1 THEN LET aa=0: PRIN 
GOOD_3OB YOUR IN THE A.A 

1220 LET repsINT (RNO*ieasIes: 
ET _cash=cash-rep: PRINT "YOU _HAU 

fep;" STAR TOKENS FO 
: PAUSE 2a: BO TO ak 

LET i=INT (RNDs6943 
BRINT =_ INTENSITY 
PRINT “FUR EURSIVE Ac 
THE (SPECIFIED Keys 
CET _J=o 
POKE 23692 255 
ters SSTR$ (INT (RNC #19) > 

J=i THEN PRINT | INVERSE 
Up'stont PASSED”: PAUSE BBG 

oto 198 
154@ PRINT "PRESS ";s8°°: BEEP . 
S,48: PAUSE Se 
1650 IF INKEY$=s$ THEN LET jaja 
peBEEP -6,10: BEEP 5,38: Gd To 

4570 PRINT 3 FLASH 2;“HITINN'': 
ESP 5-20; BEEP ©) 20 
S75 CEt FitsInT (Fits ti-i ge.) 
256 PRINT "STRENGTH=”; Fit,” e 
189@_IF fit<=@ THEN PRINT FLASH 
1; “DEAD” sTar 
i6e8 Go To 1526 
1788 LET di NT _ CRND # 
2718 PRINT =DISTANCE ="; * PAR 
SECS" **"TO OVERCOME GRAUTTATIONA 
Co kaya PTTRACTION PRESS SPECIME 
i328 LeT 8S =CHR: {INT JONeRSe2 oF 
34: PRINT “PRESS "Jae"! PAUSE 3 
1? POKE 23692 .255 
17: IF INKEY §=4 pees LET oi adi 
Rae Fe 5,2 $,3a: ca Tr 

1740 LET di=sdi-1: PRINT eVEGse 
3% Se peialaiee *; BEEP .&,.-28: 

1745 CRINT “DISTANCES”; di-~” 
1750 IF a3 o5°% Part FLASH 2 
2eScapes* =: TO 40) 

A7ES Te gi ao THEN PRINT FLASH 2; 
Bat STOP 
1757 LET _fuel=rvei-s 
1768 GO TO i7vee 
1600 LET (a=INT (RND#6+5): LET 
hsINT_(RND#( S94) 

WSHOOSE YOUR LANE = 7 
3” AND ONE OF THETH 

LEBS BEEN VAthéo BY°HaStite Agse 
830 INPUT "WHICH LANE 7") chi 
2840 IF INT chacichi GR chis2 OR 
Chiota THEN GO TO 1830 

1850 IF chisch THEN PRINT INWERS 
ET) 5BANG...CLASH.. «SPLATTER. «.” 
1688 PRINT “LUCKY BLIGHTERH fH * 
: GO TO 180 
3000 IF G=te+2 IN PRINT "yOuc4s 
E HAD THEM ALLS “-": GO TO au 
geie Let paetr, | vexenes 
3820 ne € 
3999 Zr iinish THEN Go TO sada 
248 NEXT 

3@5@ PRINT FLASH 1; "CODE LETTER 
"Festhi’°: PAUSE 2a 
3060 LET jiodsh: LET o=cea: LET 
Base saysch) Ba78 Go TO 100 
4000 PRINT "HT OCTANE FUEL @ 2 + 
OKENS EACH" "LO OCTANE ® 2 TOKE 
Ns Esch" = 
4816 INPUT “DO you WANT TO BUY 7 
wend Fas 

—— | 
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IN Ss eee eS Se 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

LET cash =cash+ne 
sie PAUSE se: 6d qo age 
$980 cle: BORDER €: FHeER 
Seaa BREnt 

“ THEN GO To 41@@ 
“HI OCTANE OR LO ? 
“HOW MANY CRYSTALS 

THEN LET pr =a: 

B: I 

ee EEL 

“CREV 
cE 
RENGTH. 
RSHIPS” 

ny 
Oo TO 

4080 IF y$="h" THEN LET cash=cas 
ET fuet=fvetenc: PRINT 

“O.K. “2°: BO TO S318 
4082 Cet fustnt. AND SS) 

TR fus@, THEN PRINT | (SORRY S030 INPUT “PRESS ENTER TO CONTE 
NUE” d 
se4e cls = BénpeR 7: PAPER 7: In 

CLS : RETURN 
@ IF cashi@ THEN PRINT FLASH 
CQn-g Pry URGES - CREU UT Iny 

6eie IF fitce THEN PRINT FLASH 2 
“STARCAR DEFUNCT!" - 

bene IF fuets® STOR” PRINT FLASH 
=NO_FUEL OF 

Bes SO THEN PRINT FLASH 

6340 RETURN, 
6900 INPUT “WHAT IS YOUR Suess > 
(CATTLE LETTERS) "128, 

7968 76 gSzes THEN NT FLASH 3 
iyou If": STOP 
solo PRINT FLASH A; "WRONG™**: 
EEP .5,-30: BEEP 15,40: RETURN 

“BO yOu GANT A CLUE 
OPEN THE BONUS BOX © 

Ss 
Yur SONGS 13.2.0"; 

AG” MEM 
“AR HEME 
“SREE RE 

Ler Fitet 
IF bo=3 THEN LET ne=INT (RY 
2): PRINT ne;" NEW RECRUITS 
LET crewscrewone 
zr bo=4 THEN LET ne=INT « 

: PRINT ne;" STAR TOKENS 

Improved Ver 
Offering im; ov 
parking and eas 
modern attracti 

is 
Holiday Weekend 
Wh notoripavourp rt 

don Acon 
available to our’ 
inclusive rail tic! 

© Pick ofthepro 
from ELECTRO! 
HOBBY ELE! 
DIGEST. 
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Top Ten Pr 

Flight Simulation
 

Ant Attack 
Lunar Jetman 
Zz0om 
Poo! 
Oracles Cave 
Kong 
Scrabble 

9g  Terror-Daktil 

10 Hobbit 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Compiled by W.
 H. Sm 

week’s posi
tions 

ith. Figures in bracket 

ams for the Comm
 

ograms for the Spectr
um 

Psion (1) 
Quicksilva (5) 
Ultimate (2) 

Imagine (4) 
cps (6) 
Doric (-) 

Ocean (3) 

Psion (—) 
Melbourne House (—) 

Melbourne House (—) 

-s are last 

odore 64 

Top Ten pr
og! 

Bower 
Liamasoft (6) 

| 1 Bae ko 
Interceptor (—) 

3 cee MCe 
Rabbit (9) 

3 Shriteman 
Interceptor (4) 

Aone 
Interceptor (8) 

8 Scramble 
Untereeptor @) 

.n 
Rabbit (—" 

7 Anat zone 
Llamasoft (-) 

8 Tank iattack 
Supersoft th. : 

13 Grand Master Chess ‘Audiogenic 

week's 

Compiled by Boot
s. Figure 

positions 

Arcadia 
Catcha Snatcha 
Wacky Waiters 
Escape MCP Skyhawk 
Laser Zone 
Paratroopers 
Blitz 
Amok 
Matrix eile te SWratene eens 

positions 

Compiled by Boots: Figures in bra 

positions 

1s in brackets are last 

Top Ten programs for the VIC-20 

Compiled by Boots. Figures in brackets are last week's 

Top Ten 
programs 

for the Dr
agon 

King 
Microdea

t a 

. 
1 Tela yan Mein 
3 Cuthbert

 Goes Wal 
pe 

in 

4 grunt 
Saiamande -) 

nt 

Dragon 
(— 

3 E
a 

cuits
 a 

Mine 

ae 

$ storm Ar
rows 

Dee 
ae ey 

id Prix 
3 fit 

<0 on
 ‘of Darkn

ess 
Winterso!

 

ickets are 
last week'

s 

Imagine (2) 
Imagine (4) 
Imagine (3) 
Rabbit (6) 
Quicksilva (—) 
Llamasoft (5) 
Rabbit (8) 
Commodore (—) 
Audiogenic (—) 
Llamasoft (-) 

BEST SELLERS 

Top 30 
1 Jet Pac Ultimate Pac Spectrum (2; 
2 Manic Miner Bug Byte Spectrum i 
© Trans-Am Ultimate Spectrum (3) 

Zz0om Imagine Spectrum (6) 
5 Horace and the 
, Sridere Psion Spectrum (23) 
OK ng Ocean Spectrum (26) 

‘ookie Ultimate Spectrum (4) 
g i Gorilla Program Power BBC (-) 

jumpin’ Jack Imagine Spectrum 25 
ig Hel of the Things Crystal Spectrum (a) 

lat Incentis Wa Nea bass ntive Spectrum (18) 

Walkabout Microdeal 
13 Cuthbert in the rigid 

Jungle Microdeal Dr rragon (12) 
14 Krazy Kong Anirog ViC-20 oe 
15. Pssst Ultimate Spectrum (11) 
16 3D Combat Zone Artic Spectrum (5) 
ig Che Egg A&F Spectrum (7) 

nny Reb Lothlori ip So othlorien Spectrum (8) 

Skiing Psion : Spectrum (10) 
a ae Hobbit Melbourne House Spectrum ey 

roger Microdeal Spectrum (14) 
z Penetrator Melbourne House Spectrum (13) 

Pool cps Spectrum (—) 
24 The King Microdeat Dragon (—) 
25 The Hobbit Melbourne House CBM 64 (—) 
26 Valhalla Legend Spectrum (—) 
27° Lunar Jetman Ultimate Spectrum (—) 
28 Dungeon Master Crystal Spectrum (30) 
29 Bewitched Imagine VIC-20 (—) 
30 Hunchback Superior BBC (27) 

Compiled by PCS Distribution d (0264 691211) and 
sanctioned by the Computer Trade Association. Chart 
is for retail sales in individual outlets in the UK and 
Northern Ireland for the fortnight ended November 6 

81 

Top Ten 
programs

 for the Z: 

addictive (1) 

1 Football Manage
r si ‘ 

Saintes 
Sinclair 

3 Flight Simulatio
n sinc 2 

4 Stare 
sinciair (6) 

8 Che 
Sinclair (8) 

8 Mende 
Quicksilva (10) 

atic 
Quieksive 

Bae 
a 

Sinclair 
\— 

0 Hee
 Sinclair (-) 

40 = inc
 urs 

e. 

ist wee! 

ied by Boots. 
Figures i? prackets are

 [2 

Compl 
positions 
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SPECTRUM GAMES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-5 players, 501, Cricket, Killer, 
Round the board, Noughts and Crosses, four levels of play 
per game, takeon the computer or friends at these games of 
skill and judgement 

WH££LER DEALER 

As for the Commodore 64, but now available for pied rs 
Spectrum, Texas T199/4A and Dragon... 

VIC-20 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 
This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with 
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. ‘“‘Overall 
Jackpot is a beautifully written simulation giving superb 
graphics, animation and use of colour. In fact, this pro- 
gram makes Commodore's Fruit Machine cartridge look 
unbelievably cheap and nasty.” Home Computing Weekly 
No. 20 19/7/83 £5.50 

KWAZY KWAKS 

Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gallery, 
superb use of colour and graphics in this new and challeng- 
ing game from the author of Jackpot. 100% machinecode, 
joystick or keyboard control 

PACMANIA 

Choose your own game from the following options — dif- 
ficulty 1-3 speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, visible or invisible 
maze, still or moving power pills, define your own key con- 
trols, any combination, if this is your type of game, then 
this is the one for you, for the 3K expand VIC. 

BUGSY (Joystick Only) 
This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the 
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give your both 
time and points, they disappear from beneath your feet. 
DO NOT DESPAIR! “‘BUGSY” will randomly replace 
the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden death! 
An original compulsive and challenging game. 

MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW 
Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the 
computer, hours of fun, full colour, sound effects and 

DATABASE — create your own files and records on tape 

SUPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version any 
memory size, but needs 3K expansion 
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COMMODORE 64 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 64 
At last its here, specially written for the 64, by the author 
of “JACKPOT” theultimate Fruit Machine program for 

(available from Ist Nov) 
‘WESTMINSTER 
A game for up to four players, can you lead the party of 
your choice and win the general election, you tour the 60 
constituencies (seats) buying votes, when’ you can, (just 
like the real thing), this must be one of the first board type 
games specially written for the computer. Why play on 
your own, have fun with your family and friends playing 
WESTMINSTER £5.50 
WHE££LER DEALER 
A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of the 
motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes, tyres and engines 
to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy and ex- 
change parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, you may 
become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out what you 
are made of, have you got what it takes to become a 
WHEELER DEALER 

LUNAR RESCUE 
Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the mother 
ship, fast reactions are required to safely land and dock 
your lunar module 
PURCHASE LEDGER 

Easy to use, single entry, handles 400 invoices per month, 
Gross/Nett purchases, V.A.T. £14.50 
Disk Version .. -£17.00 
(available from Ist 

SALES LEDGER — As Above . £14.50 
Disk Version .. ; £17.00 
CHIPMON — Contains a one- or two- pass Assember, 
Disassembler and Monitor. A programming aid for the 
development of machine code programs and routines on 

BANK MANAGER — As our Super Bank Leora) hen 
for the 64... 
Now availabe on dic wih added faites. 1.141000 
Full documentation with all utility programs. 
Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, 
send for free brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE 
at £5.50 each. 
Send Cheques/PO’s to: 

MR CHIP SOFTWARE 

Dept HCW, 1 NEVILLE PLACE, 
LLANDUDNO, 

GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747 
Wanted: High quality software, of all types, for export 

and UK distrubition. 
Alll programs now available on disc please allow £2.50 

extra. 

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME 



ATARI PROGRAMS 

Pack ’‘emin: ace card 
games to suit you 

Depending on your skill at cards, 
you will either solve Reverse 
Puzzle quickly... or you'll find it 
quite a strugale. 

‘Twenty cards are dealt face up 
‘around the edge of the screen and. 
you have to turn them all face 
‘down according to certain rules. 

Place the cursor on any card 
and press the joystick trigger. 
This will tum the card face down. 
Count this as one and count to 
four cards clockwise. Press the 
trigger again and turn this fourth 
card face down. 

Now move to any other card 
and repeat the sequence. I giveno 
clue to help you! 

Owners of 16K computers 
should start a new program at this 
point. 

Those with more memory will 
have noticed the speed of the 
music getting slower as you add 
more games, This can be cor- 
rected by altering the delay loop 
in line 8240. 

How it works 
4000-4060 set up Game 4, draw 

layout 
4080 branch io joystick routine 
4100-4410 play routine. Checks 

‘are made at various points for 
a valid move and see if the 
puzzle has been solved, using 
Variable DONE 

4410 PRINT statement is same as 
the FDS, except last four 
characters are absent 

Special instructions: In the 
PRINT. statements below the 
letters U.D.L.R. refer to the 
cursor arrows. To print an arrow 
use ESC/CTRL/and appropriate 
arrow. U= Up arrow etc. 

4010 PRINT statement con. 
tains 40 inverse spaces 4015 
PRINT title in inverse 4050 prints 
‘arrows on screen as a reminder to 
move clockwise. The first PRINT 
statement is ESC/ESC R SPACE 
ESC/ESC/R. Second: ESC/ESC 
D D DL ESC/ESC D 4060 first 
PRINT statement ESC/ESC L 
SPACE ESC/ESC L. Second: 
ESC/ESC UD DL ESC/ESC U 
4010 PRINT CTRL/Q CTRL/R 
CTRL/R CTRL/E DE LLL 
Inverse vertical line, 2 inverse 
spaces, inverse vertical line, DLL 
LL inverse V/Line 2 inverse 
spaces, inverse V/Line, DLLLL 
inverse V/Line, 2 inverse space. 
inverse V/line $109 alter variable 
GM to read GM (greater than) 4. 
For all 16K owners, if your are 
starting a new program then game 
number will be 1, so GM will have 
to read GM (greater than) 1 

Continuing Les Howarth’s series 
‘of patience games for any 

Atari. It doesn’t maater if you 
missed the earlier games. Just 
type in these listings and play 
Straight away. There will be 

more next week. 

Listing 1 — initialisation and sub-routines. Type this in first 

"Howarth, NOU 
3 ne 

132362028 OR 
26056 6200: HI=@5:60TO 0 OS aa CTEP NSE OR 

Mt TO 

708, THEN Poe 9188,616 
NS THEN POP seo; 6070 218 

7543 THEN FOP Gor 

2 AO oNe Tats 

SONS 1 THEN RETURD 

Monte Carlo 
The fifth game in the series is 
reasonably easy to complete 
though you need to think ahead 
to be successful. 

The object is to pair off all the 
cards in the pack. The cards are 
dealt to a five by five layout and 
two cards which match can be 
removed providing they are ii 
mediately adjacent in any dir 
tion — vertical, horizontal, or 
diagon: 

Having removed as many pairs 
as possible, place the cursor on 
the pack and press. the trigger. 
The cards left in the layout are 
then picked up and re-dealt in 
exactly the same order but minus 
any spaces. So the cards slowly 
‘move up to the top of the screen. 

Extra cards are then added 
from the pack 10 make up the 
deficit in the layout, 

The process is continued until 
all cards have been paired off. It 
is helpful to try to visualise where 
cards are re-positioned afier a 
deal because you may have a 
choice of which two cards 10 
remove. It is sometimes an ad- 
vantage (0 leave a pair in the 
layout in order to benefit from 
the re-deal 

How it works 
5000-5050 set up game in similar 

manner to previous games 
5060-5090 link program 10 joy 

stick routine 
$100-5135 decide which move 

you are making and reject 
illegal moves 

5136-5140 check for matching 
pair 

$150 replace a card in layout if 
chosen wrongly 

5160-8220 remove cards from. 
layout 

5300-5380 pick up and re-deal 
cards to layout 
Special instructions: In the 

PRINT statements the letters UD. 
LR refer to the cursor control 
arrow. U=Up Arrow ele, To 
print an arrow use ESC/CTRL/ 
and appropriate arrow 

5000 PRINT title in inverse 
$132 and 5134 note W=minus 1 
(minus signs are easily missed) 
$150 first PRINT statement is: U 
UULLL;NUS;DDL:SUS. 
Second print statement is: DLL 
CTRL/Q CTRL/R CTRL 
CTRL/E 5170 PRINT statemer 
is: CTRL/Z CTRL/R CTRL/R 
CTRL/C 5180 PRINT statement 
is: CTRL/Q CTRL/R CTRL/R 
CTRL/E 8109 alter variable GM 
lo read GM (greater than) NS or 
for 16K owners GM (greaterthan) 
N2 if you have made another: 
tape. 
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ATARI PROGRAMS 

724 IF Z.NS6 THEN 2-155 
726 IF VoN34 THEN Y=no4 
[28 IF ¥2H138 AND GM=NL THEN 2=95 
730 IF GM=He THEN RETURN 
734 IF Yolb2 AND GINS THEN Y=152 
740 ASLY-¥e35 BS2POKE S3245,27 RETURN, 
4080 SOURG No.255 -NAQ-azFOR L=¥L TO NS2s NEXT TESOUND Nos N8.NO,NO2 RETURN 
1100 FOR T=NL. TO H2:S0UN0 NaszexLEcP AISCMiBoMd ond NE BBeTe ERED RIB 
L120 FOR Wet To erNexT Asner 12 G28. hee Nee Sn rib Reta 
{Doula STEP Beacon tt COTO 1210s fe1es4S Poe ie ae Batis? 
428, SUNG I 2907« TeGM>oMLZoML2-HEMEXT H she “138070 "h246 

2, SOUND 1 +248¢ 146M >sHI2.H12-HEMEXT fair Titor6 t380 
215, SOUND Lshitte 196M) N2-NL2-HENEXT HEN er eur 216. SON Fr gBRC L6G) NLO.NL2-WENEXT W Fed BR dks = 1218, SOUND 1.10% Leon tL2sAL2-HNEXT H 
ie. SoM ae 146M) NLB.NL2-HENEXT 1 
ee Fainfereolno! to Metta is aioe SSEFOR Henl To RGENES paneer next SEEPS eS UnFOR Iwo 7 

cua ecg aE Hei TO NEN 
te (2000, NASLINOHL MLGNCANL tL Nato: 1 Ensciel uataatN canto 

NOTH LSHLOFNL TNL 2SHLO+N2 Nie "0 HEN I aren 005 Ni sewaH seHL2*N2tHia Tans ZoNtSt No 
Baier re ies NL ENSHAHI ENE NSOSeENS 

[beese) | teens 

2 y=" "1 RE 2 =f82605U. 
8060 FOR [He 10 FOR Rowen TO Ne 
ROH J@N@tNEXT ROHENEXT [RETURN Bogs dee eeetncs cee he SERENA, LACE ME SUE 
8101 7 ANG, a6 
$102, POKE 764,2550GR=NEE? WHE)" SELEC 

HOLE TH in wHes® “¢ Buck ELEU bes = et o reverse Bical = MONTE caRLO": 8104 more 
OER SoltfRh tee”: t sd i 
8105 7 9Nes* during Play press: to restart ‘Same ane t sto return To men! 

tt seh ceases cresn-45 1F Gh pNe f 
‘ages cose 1190: po5 TION 4, 
cs WorPOKE fszsn 

8128.7)": GOSUE. 490: PUKE” 339.62:POKE_75 2,HL:ON Gi GOTO 688,200, 3000 Bs orcs vert, sere FN eat eecr gt 
siete: 788. 1 PORE. Tee roe GENE PTAs TAT 

Poe) 7, capongecacncsccn: 
Ado, See 3 POSITION M3 +N Tee tee eeichowarthe 

ae 457" haan Fak Tsu Ta St in 8249 READ SU$:SOUND @.f85C< SUS )—L MiB. Nz Shun tanen sle Teh gaits post TT | 
Sese POSITION Lan No: "@ecHEXT 160K 
Sect tae 10 Feeney ABT a8 SUBD is. 
8308 DATA P,A,TsIsEsNsCoE 
$319, ORTA 72,183,225 141-10,212/141 .24428 

* 00 YOU REQUIRE INSTRUCTIONS? ¥- 

eption, 

i 
S819 POKE 754,255:6ET 4NLANEIF He73 THEN T3826 
222 Te woos Te sot aaa SPOKE P10 hse 3.62 PORE. SOzNIZON ft GOTO S100.-ao60 2888.9 
488 9588 9580 

9208 7° 22 cards are dealt in seven col Gens. only the sottoe cara of each colum nevsBlayaole > 
$210 7 “The object of the game is to col Tect pacuets of 4 card: Of tne samt cere favion,cards can be played 
9228 7 "on each other if they ane sim tar. phen” 3 Similar cards nave been Bro 

opetner ss 

path and pressing putton, A spa ee ean onig be filles oy a cara} 
3250.2" from the discard pre. Pack iP redeait froe” discards"s60TU i@a0e 
3300.7" 3 Cards are cealt ina square, "The obsect OF Uw oat 15 to get rid of ail the pack,* Ssie 2 i 2 cards sich 30a t3'Sieven: Preture eras “can only oe taken wen Uacksgueen king "3 
S320 7 "are on the board Bt the sae Lin 
2? Spaces Can be filled frou the pack bo placing cursor on a space = 
$338 7 “and pressing button, “:60TD 10008 
9400. = 20 Caras are dealt face up in a Targe squares 
9410 7 * The obyect of the came Siu ‘with tne caras ice gown, "5 
3629 7s Place une cursor over amy cara "ahd press wuuton Lo turn face gow 

1s wen Inthe hayout aii? 

3458.7 “Until all tne cards are reversed *260TD 18808 
9500 7 *25 Cards ore dealt in a S25 1 
Ut, Theobject. OF Une gee /5'to pair oF 
ali the cards.A Pair can only "7 
$59, 7 roe taken, Uney are nent 10.03 thiotner in direction=*t? = UERT 
ICAL HORIZONTAL oF Gls 
38287 “Place Cursor on card and press b ition, 1 
9938 7 "you cant go.then place cursor on 

Pack and press BULLOn, The Cards ify Une vouour” will be re-geait a 
9549 7 “einus any Spaces The Layout w: il be increased to 25 cards frow the dec 
W*260T0 16060 
9600 7 "25 Cards are dealt from tne stoc Wong by-one.Place eacn card smymnere On ar"5u5 grid to make tne best "y 
9618 7 “poker ands. once 1aid.a card can Rol be moved, "2? "Hen Une arid 1s fille Sythe score willbe calculated "> 
9620 7 “for 18 hands—":? * 5 across.5 4 
Own and 2 diagonal.":7 "The object being To Get the best score possi bl 
10008 7 :7 “PRESS START TO BEGIN" 

18018 IF PEEK(5327900H6 THEN 10010 
10828 GOSUE 116837") 

PORE. 710, 16:POKE 712,118:POKE Wi@ePOKE 704, iecsPoxt 7SesKiseorSerPORe Beane $005 PORE OL +H22,130:POKE 1538.38 4046 FoR rN TO‘ZtsPOSITION Miele? * 
EXT T3POKE 54205192 4015 POSITION NI2-N23:7 “REVERSE PUZZLE 
83° Wate ToMUEOR Route To 16 STEP Nat WOrc=PC {lose postTtON tenon Contes SPEER tate te: cos soo:ro 4948 ‘SUPT oO eh row ee Le Tenino 

4130 IF SCPS>=NB OR CADNL AND AKN7 AHO R. 
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ON1 AND R&S) THEN GOSUB 1988:60TO 4889 
$140 IF PICK=N2 THEN O2=PS:1F D1-D2-H17 THEN Oz=beec8 
$U58 TF PIck=M1 THEN Prexet2:01=Ps:60T0 
4160 PICK=Ni2TF 02-016 9N3 THEN PICK=N2:6 

BOTO 4868 

3308 POSITION AANS-NS .Rane—Naz IF (BNL R=N5) AMO CADNI AND AC?) THEN 7 FOS 
Menger taasey Lecce Jaseees fe 

SE Rae tigers, ramon BREN ERNE EEE CIE igen 
7138 Saree eu a ~ 

Noe STEP HS1POSITION b Tie sgetrcte nent ‘6OSUB 

5040 Ta ott NEXT L:MEXT ROM: T1=271 7 
SESPLGT 27S iba "Sco: OCR 88 

SeiNIECOLOR 21 2PLOT 28 a: 06 POSITION 38,N427 FDS: fo Zener rest NA? FDS:POSITION 
‘5868 G0SUB ee 
5070 IF 27136 AAO HHI THEN 2eL6s1y=65 $880 IF 2136 AAD He-NI THEN 2=136. 5098 GOSUB 72416070 $068 
S198, ]F 29168 AHO PICK=N® THEN T2=Ho:6oT 

EEE ria at 
SB Fee, nen oeeojeyi-con Sia [Pet me aon eae > Uetet cet ea ce aay 
on RS*HBEFOR He-NI TO NIZIF ASaI+H THE 
$s next wer sie Se eer etae emi Ten S30 315 Weirethret 
US REAR PSION LEI 
#2C=NOIGOTO Sire Se $e tee boro same Eee echt “toi eGR a RN SSO HERS 
22 td iso oe oe 20 ape rast 10 ame F GRAS eee reTEY BREA Se dee Be Stour one THivletSisg AS are Oe TEN roe Sa ee Tis 3 GP Salette =aw Tg soe ie IF ame S82 Ey COE oorcor so Bose coo sase 3 a ne x 732 FERS Mate erro S3le, POSITION, {pone Buiaws:c=n Ton) Wey romens DMM Stie COND THER TastoaN Refame 5 het pee oH Say Toms 5 TSE To nee Sher BS TE Eat FE 
S345 IF ToN@ THEN 60SU8 1308 Sie POsTTIow IeRaHs? cARDes12= $358 Fos Fon ROE Tet Oe 
{Tn Tei ree seat ane net? S358 NEM, LINEAT ROUEPOSTTION 31m? TL 
5355 GoTU Seb S37e TF TIM THEM OC 19839065.c ROHS: NE=Na Sena! ThemaeeOTo Saco NO7C ROMANS 7 5398 TI=T1-HLiC=PCT ):T=T+HL:6070 5345 



TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

You're in charg f 
Here’s the second part of m: ate ae e ball and How it works 

expanded TI-99/4A. Type it in -2020 escaping slaves routi 
and find out just how hard atask- Ga chain ae ge 

Using the D and Scontrol keys apres = Berane ats 

“eu tse | mms || af 
din nthepaofasaveto keep 

Ct deterring 
of the screen. 

Land chain in 

IF three slaves escape you're | Here's part tw er " oof Slave Labour, ||?2S2sitete on aa 
lain Bartram’s novel game for” ation 2380-2450 move to next field 

the unexpanded TI-99/4A biter esate 

@ NEXT 
K$="D0 YOU WANT TO PLAY AGAIN?" SS"00. YOU. MANT TO PLAY AGAIN?” 

CALL KEYC@,K)S> 
IF Ke7@ THEN 2600 
IF K=89 THEN 25 
GOTO 2530 
S08 
SL=@ 
GOTO 960 
END 

IF 
@ FOR Wai9 TE 

CALL HCHARCW. 1 
@ NEXT Wi 

coTO 
ROT 
IF E=-2 THEN 2190 

31 THEN ae 

_ GCHARC A+ADIR . B+80 
2° 2144 THEN 

160 IF AS6 THEN 2170 EL 
ReiQ THEN 1960 

Micro Tip 

1063 

puts all of the Atari’s 256 colours 2eag 
‘This interrupt-driven program 
‘on the screen at the same time. 

ese’ how it works, As well as showing what graphics mode 

the next line is, the display list can also give interrupt instructions. 

(Aninterrupt isa machine code subroutin called duringa vertical 

‘or horizontal blank on the screen. 
When this instruction is found, t 

54286. 
ifitcontains 192t finds the routine to be executed in menhary 

by looking in addresses $13 and 512, high and low memory 
bytes. 

48 

IWUNDC S86 1 
4AK2=18 

SCORER" &STREC 

‘he computer looks at location 

1960 
IF $C>34@ THEN 231@ ELSE 2330 respectively 

CLEAR 
= ‘Once the interrupt is completed the computer returns to what it 

was doing before being disturbed. 

HIS PLAb FU 
‘What my program does is change the colour register in each of 

1968 
os 

the display list interrupts therefore providing 16 colours. The 16 

Ken"? 

shades of these colours are produced using Graphics 9. 

= "MOVE ALONG TO THE NE 
ne igh Se G TQ THE NEXT ONE" 

GOTO 960 
HCHARCA,B. 144) 
1146 

"YOUR 
JB 1968 
2498 

+D,143: NEXT | 
14,126, 138,150,162, 

110 DATA 6,1 
174,186 

120 REM HORIZONTAL LINES 
10 COLOR O:FOR 1=0 TO 191 STEP 12:PLOT 

O,Y:DRAWTO 79,Y: NEXT Y 
180 POKE 712,0:POKE 512,0:POKE 513,6: POKE 205,0:POKE, 

54286,192 
160 GOTO 160 

The instruction put in the display list is 128 plus its previous 

contents. For example 15+ 128, giving 143 

Amin Hoque 

YOU CRLL YOURS! 
Gosus 19607 
FOR D=i 70 50 
HEXT © 
CALL CLEAR 
Reid 



NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

[ RADFORD HI-FI) 
Buy the fabulous new Atari 
600X1. or 800X1L computer from 
our store and you could win an 
Atari 1050 dise drive absolutely 
free. We have a huge range of 
software for Atari and the 
Spectrum 

ENTS FOR VIC-20 and 64. 
to be eligible for Atari 

ter Road, Bristol 

DEVON 
ELECTRONICS 

15 Station Road, 
Horrabridge. Tel: 

Yelverton (0822) 853434 

Dragon and Genie 
s and repairs 

Dragon 32 £174 (ine. VAT) 
Colour Genie £169 (ine, VAT) 
OKI Microline 80 Printer £245 

(ine. VAT) 
4 colour printer/plotter £169 

fing, VAT) 
Dragon 184K dise drive £274 

(ine. VAT) 

Send for lists & sample 
print outs. Free postage: 
W. Devon Electronics, 15 

Station Road, 

BBC * 
SPECTRUM # TEXAS 

pardware/ BOOKS always in ‘uock ESTUARY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS: 
261, Victoria Avenue, SOUTHEND, ESex. Tel 0702 43568, 

ARMCHAIR ACTION COMPUTERS 

DAVID SHACK SOFTWARE 
‘Over 150 games for the Spectrum and 
100 for the VIC-20. Also BBC, CBM 

gon, Atari. 8 
bunt prices. SAE 
294 Romford Road, 

Forest Gate E7. Tel: 01-555 9303 

dis 

Top Name Software at Rock 
Bottom Prices. 

All Imagine Tapes at £4.75 
Manic Miner at £4.95 

Send cash with order or SAE 
For full list. 

All callers welcome at 1, The 
Parade, Lower Richmond 
Road, Richmond, Surrey 

Tel: 878 0530. 

SESE LEIGH COLOUR 
LABORATORY LTD: 

{57 Chapel St, LEIGH, Lanes. 
Tels Ledgh (02) 6 

ie Whee, Use The Speciality 

Business Name: 

Address: 

Tel. No. 
Open rs: 
Contact (Office Use 
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FOR BBC,SPECTRUM& 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

SOMER: 

PHOENIX 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 

A large range of software in stock for 
ATARI, BBC, DRAGON, ORIC-I, 
SPECTRUM, COM 64 € VIC-20, 

80 stockists of BBC & 
SPECTRUM COMPUTERS 
Open Mon ~ Sat 9am - 6pm 

& Barclaycard cepted 
Somerset 

bord 
BBC Micro, Dragon-32, ZX8I 
Specirum, VIC-20, CBSI-64 

Open Mon'Sat 9:30un:S.30pmn 

WARWICKSHIRE 

CARVELLS OF 
RUGBY LTD 

3/7 BANK ST. RUGBY 
TEL: O788 65275/6 

TENAS 199 
unbeatable Tex 

ACORN ELECTRON coming in stock 
at £199, place your order now 

IBC B, Oric, CBM 6, We 

W. MIDLANDS 

a2 The Parade 
B Silverdale, Newenstle 

ABN Kel. 0782 636911 
Official dealers for 

Commodore, Sinclair, & 
Acorn. BBC service and 
information centre 

Huge range of 

COMPUTER CITY 
Stockists of pware for your Spec 
trum, VIC-20, ZX81, ‘ORIC 1 DRAGON $2. ATARI 400/800, Hardware also svatable. Findus a 
Rapid TY & Video Se 

49 Union Street, Wednesbury, 
Midiands. 

‘021-556 9505 

Post To: H.C.W. (Shops & Dealers), 145 Charing Cross Rd., London WC2H OEE. 

TO BE INCLUDED 
IN THIS SECTION 



HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
Lineage: 
35p per word 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

| 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request). 

with amazing new unit designed by @ Spectrum user. Put on a choir 
your lap, Move it all in one go. Made of polished Mahogany, ply or 

block. (State colour) at £23.50 inc. VAT & p&p. Send cheque, P/O to: 
E. R. Cameron & Son Lid. Est. 1870 

11/09 The Vineries, Enfield, Middx. EN1 9DQ 

etc. BBC, TI, Epson 
jon, Atari, VIC-20 

rp MZ-80A-K, £4.95p, 
ase phone or write to: for others p 

Sherborne De: ns, Victory House, 
8A, The North Bradley, 
Trowbridge, Wilts, Tel: 02214 
4425, Also. made-to-measure ser 
vice. Dealer enquires welcome. Ac 

and Barclaycard. 

nk 

IM 64 
RS-232-C_ INTERFACE] 

SAE for information or send 
Cheque/PO for £21.95 

payable to: 
H. Baioes, 3 Phi sant Close, 

Winners, Wokingham, 
Berkshire RGH SLS 

COVERS 
Ata for mictos and peripherals. 

VIC-20, Dragon, £2.80; Epson MX80 
printer 5.50 
(sate m ers to 

CSM ENTERPRISES 
10 Queensgate, Chores, 

hire PR7 2PX 
thorley 72703 

COMPUTER ADDICTS. At last, 
purpose built trolley for the home 
computer and accessories. So con 
venient to keep your equipment 
safe, tidy and ready for use on a 
mobile unit. How have you mana 
ed without one. Solid wood frame 
recessed upper & lower shelves. 
Prices from £18.25 + p&p S5p. 
Send now for further information 

Lad, 32 Walpole 
Sussex BNI2 4PL 

SAE appreciated 

TI-99/44 Christmas ideals. 
book by Stephen Shaw 
Started with T1-99 
Super dust 

New 
Getting 

At £5.95 
‘only £3.50. Add 

45p handling. “T.C.H.S." 40 
Barrhill, Brighton BNI SUF 

Software Exchange. 
used software, Free club member 

sae for details 

Swap your 

ship. £1 per swap. 
UK SEC, (HCW), 15 Tunwell 
Greave, Sheffield, SS 9GB. 

To Hire a Computer 
upwards, ring or write t¢ 
and Computer Services, 
Caledonian Rd., NI IAB. 
01-607 0187 
Oric Software Library 
hire £1. Annual Membership 
Stamp for Wil 
Penallick, Tintagel, Cornwall 

FUTURE 
TECHNOLOGIES 

(HCW) 1 Hollybrook Rd... Shirley 
‘Southampton $01 6RB 

CBM 64 Computer 

Two weeks 

Le: 

01 

Send 
Debi 

ASP 

Home and Business. micro con 
puters bought and sold. 
equipment always required 
BBC stockist in Berkshire 
Tel: 0344 84423 

Yo 

BUY OR SELL 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H.C.W. 
H.WARE SECTION. IF 
YOU'VE ALREADY 
BOUGHT WHY NOT 

RIGHT SECTION. 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 211 

[— CAN YOU 
DRAW? 

If you can work 4 
computer and other 10} 

please send pho 

Freelance on 

day and home phone Reply, wit 

Require quality games for 
(CBM 64 and 16/48 Spectrum. 
We also require pr 
to work to our specifications. 
Generous rates paid 

For details write 1 
1.G. PROGRAMS 

23 Newall Tuck Road, 
Chippenham, Wiltshire 

PROGRAMS QUICKLY 

RING 01-437 1002 
EXT 211 

HOME COMPUTING. 

ADD-ON? MAKE SURE 
YOU APPEAR IN THE 

FREELANCE 
APPOINTMENTS 

nples 

1.G. PROGRAMS 

CLASSIFIED 

-437 1002 
EXT 211. 

your requirements to: 
ra Stupple 
LTD. 

145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H 0EE 

"| MZ-80K 2/4 Mhz. Loads of soft 
ware worth many hundreds 
manuals ete 
1002 Exi 

plus 
£150. Simon, 01-437 

2 oF 01-959 S278 eves 

ISERVICES 
YOUR C 

N 
15 with 
ch 
hile oF Yellow, 20 

30, 40 
Labels in Blue, 
for 36p. Inlay cards in Blue, Red or 
Yellow 20°for 60p. Library cases, 9p 

ch 
h complete order $$p. 
(HCW), 59 Mayfield 

Barwell, Leicester LEY SBL 

7X81 REPAIR SERVICE 
AT LAST NO NEED 10 WAIT 

FOR WEEKS 
Send y uty ZXSL for fast 
Felable repair. We will repair any 

READY BUILT UNIT 
eed + +P. 

der 0 NEXT 
TEMS, 89 

HARVEST ORD. (HLC.W) 
ENFIELD GREEN, SURREY 
TW2000R 

COMPUTI 
REQUIRE? IF SO WHY 

NOT 1 ‘M 
ABOUT IT? 

RING 01-437 1002 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

Simply the best. Copying any program 
Snow as easy as LOADIng anid 

opped can now be 
‘pied. 100 per cent Ta ine code 

headerless 

Reader program 
Despatched by first class return of 

post. 
‘Send cheque’ PO for £4.95 0: 

MEDSOF1 
61 Arden Road, Doncaster, 

South Yorks DN2 SER. 
IT.CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 
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TAPE COPIER 
The most advanced BACK UPI COPIER for ANY SPECTRUM avail able. MICRODRIVE COMPAT 
ABLE. Does any other copier comic 
hear? LOOK al SOME of its opti 
@ MAXBYTES 
tum). Stops 
1 Loadk CONTINUOUSLY (not Part ata tine ke most copiers) eve wi 

ies early all th prox. 47.94 (189k for ok Sp 
thes. Repeat copics: Auto: Aton 

Bresing a hey. Copies HADERLESS. an ALL programs that we areamate of Vi 
We olfer a FULL MONEY BACK, 

Lerm (DHO), 
16 Stonepit Drive, Coitingham, 
Market Harborough, Leics. 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

PROGRAMS MAKE 
MONEY 
LL YOUR 

PROGRAMS QUICKLY 
AND EASILY 

THROUGH H.C.W, 
SOFTWARE SECTION. 

RING 01-437 1002 
EXT 211. 

RN SOFTWARE 
T199/4A 

oud, Tenterden Rent 140 600 

BAT ATTACK 
BRANDS 
HOVVER BOVVER £8.00 
FALCON PATROL £6.98 
BIT MANIA £6.95 
PANIC £7.00 
SIREN CITY £7.00 
EXTERMINATOR £5.95 
GRAND MASTER 
CHESS £17.98 
TANK ATTACK £8.95 
CIRCUS £9.95 
THE GOLDEN BATON £9.95 
RING OF POWER £9.95 
QUINTIC WARRIOR £7.95 
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SOFTWARE 
FOR YOUR CBM 64 

ORDER 2 CASSETTES AND DEDUCT 10% 
POST FREE S.A.E. FOR FULL LISTS. 

Cheques/P.O's to: 

BYTEWELL 
203 Court Road, Barry, 

South Glamorgan CF6 7EW 
Tel: (0446) 742491 

Computer games, discount prices. 
Free catalogue. Send s.a.e. to: A. 

ware, 17 West Street, Wath 
Dearne, Rotherham $63 Upon 

7BR 
ORIC XMAS !—4 

EN 

ATARI 400/800 OWNERS 
Why risk losing those precious 
programs? With our range of utilities 
youcan make aback-upof almost al 
Your software 
KOPY T- single and multi-stage 
tape back-up ~ £9.95. 
KOPY D- single stage 
(up to 10 tapes per disc) £9 
DISCDUPE ~ Copies full discs 
including bad sectors - £15.95. 
AUTOMENU ~ Autoboot Basic and 
Binary discs ~ £9.95 

AWG, 145 Bankside, 
Westhoughton, Bolton, Lanes. 

Software 2000 new or al cas 
settes. All types of machines. From 
SOp each. Ex programmers sof 
ware, SAE for list. Heathcote 
Lower Britwell Road 
Bucks. 

TIRED OF YOUR 
COMPUTER? 

WHY NOT SI IT 
AND BUY A NEW ONE 
WITH A MINIMAL 

AMOUNT OF EFFORT 
USING ONE INDEX 

FINGER. 
01-437 1002 

PURPLE TURTLES £7.95 
KAKTUS. £8.95 
LORD OF THE 
BALROGS £9.95 

GOBLIN TOWERS, 
MANGROVE 

£9.95 
£8.95 

STYX £8.95 
COSMIC CONVOY £6.90 
KONG 7.95 
HEXPERT 9s 
MOON BUGGY £7.95 
3D TIME TREK £7.95 
THE HOBBIT 
ARCADIA 
ROLLERBALL 

£14.95 

£6.90 
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TRON! 

ne pep 

Kent ME8 OLN’ 
P. W. SOFTWARE INC. 

25 Chart Place. Gillingham, 

MECRO- 
Software 

TI-99/4A 
High quality arcade 

RISKI. . . Speed down the 
ing with flag pol 

he finish in re 
piece? (TI Basic 
Four sill levels, Totalis 
MBOS2B 
HOP-IT . . . Hop over the 
avoiding four lane 

frogs lair by ho watch out for 
asc plus joy 

optional) Six kil lvels T 
MBosveD 

d Extended Basic 

s Avenue, 
erkshire Ri 

SPECTRUM: 

Gnasher & 95, Ar 

Bac 
All 16K and many 

mmon 

full list to VYAJYS 
Margaret Avenue, St 

Cornwall. 

YEE. 

games 
¢ ski slopes 
he trees oF 

can you reach 
nd in one 

Joysticks optional) 
2.95 

Purley, 
18 8B 

PROGRAMS 
cadian 

£4.95, Escape £4.95, 
£5.95 

Crossed cheques/PO's to 
VYAJYS HK or SAE For 

Hk, 11 
Austell 

——————— 
ORIC-1 OWNERS 

Tangerine created Orie-1, now 
T.U.G, creates the test. An 

independant users group with a solid 
Teputation for progressive system ft. Monthly news letters, 

reviews. Advise and lots more, We 
have a proven record of pertormance| 

‘on our system. Join T.U.G, you'll 
like us, We Doi Send £1 plus S.A.E 

(A4) for sample newsletter and 
‘details 

Tangerine Users Group, 
Marlborough Drive 

Worle, Avon BS22 0DQ, 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
All models bought for cash. 
Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road 

London W1, Tel: 01-388 2562 

Cartridges wanted, Good prices 
paid for Atari, VCS, 400/800, In: 
tellivision, VIC-20, ete, Write only 
L. Sutherland, 14 Middlefield Cres 

Aberdeen, AB2 2PW 

Micro-Users SOFTWEAR 
‘T-SHIRTS and SWEATSHIRTS 
1 Apple 6 1'm User Friendly 2 Spectrum 7 Have you seen my 
3 One 1 Peripherals? 
4 Epson 87804 

9 6502 

sve, small, medium, tage 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

ORDER FORM 

Please place my advert 
Please ini 

ONLY 35 

145 Charing Cro: 
Tel: 01-437 1002 
Name 
Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

ink 

P per wo 
CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 

London WC2H OEE ss Re. 

me Computing Weekly for 
cate number of insertions required. 

d (minimum charge 15 words) 

weeks. 



£100 TO BE WON PLUS MANY OTHER PRIZES 
ityou skilful enough to help Snaker on his deadly mission. 
To penetrate the hidden depths of the egg plantation and 
discover the secret symbol which is your key to success and 
fortune. 
Scavenging the egg plantation Snaker grows by munching 
multi-coloured eggs. With powerful laser venom for protection 
Snaker must battle with vicious aggrenoids, kill poisonous 
viproids and avoid pulsating chrystoids. Then journey through 
the many mazes to reach the power stones of regeneration. 
How far can you take Snaker on his mission? 
LASER SNAKER features challenging arcade action, 100% 
machine code, superb graphics, colour and sound, 
progressive difficulty levels, bonus lives, high score table, 
keyboard or Kempston to be woniplus runner 
up prize q 7 

FULL COMPETITION, 

The Close, Common Road, Headley, z lewbury, Berkshire 

£100 PRIZE 
TO BE WON 

Dealer Enquiries Welcome 

ER SNAKER 
cheque’P.O. payable to POPPY SOFT. 

‘Signature 



ELEKTRO STORM 
Earth is under attack from 
wave after wave of intergalactic 
missiles — your mission is to 
blast them out of the sky with 
your laser cannon before the 
whole human race is wiped out. 

| SPECTRUM 48K 5-95 

HOPPER 
Help FERGUS and his friends 

ZX8116K 3-95 
SPECTRUM 
16K 48K 5-95 

LIGHT CYCLE 
‘The MASTER CONTROL 
PROGRAM has ordered you to 
race your light cycle on the 
infamous grid, This is an 
incredibly fast, adrenalin 
pumping game that is very 
addictive. There is an option 
to race against either another 
player or the computer — but 
we warn you its very very good! 
SPECTRUM 
16K 48K 5-95 
MAZE DEATH RACE 
Drive your 500b.h.p. racing car 
around a giant maze (9 times 
‘the size of the TV screen on 
the ZX81 version, 32 times for 
the spectrum). Watch out for 
the hazards — oil, ice, fallen 
rocks ete. Not the least of your 
worries are the chase cars also 

CHEQUE OR RO. TO PSS. 452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 SDG, 
INSTANT CREDIT CARD SALES TEL (02030667556, 

in the maze — one touch with 
‘these means instant death! 

ZX81 16K 3-95 
SPECTRUM 48K 4.95 

PANIC 
“It must be a nightmare” he 
‘screamed as he ran around the 
maze of floors, desperately 
climbing ladders to different 
levels in a vain attempt to 
‘evade the monsters. 
‘He had only his neutron 
‘hammer to dig holes for the 
vile creatures to fall into, but 
even then he had to repeatedly 
hit them before they dropped 
to their deaths. As if that 
‘wasn’t bad enough, the oxygen 
supply was running out! 

SPECTRUM 48K 5-95 

all ERE Tat CST 


